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Co‐ordinator’s report – a message to funders
Three immigration
detainees died in
2011 and two high
court judges found
that two mentally ill
were subjected to
inhuman or
degrading treatment
– there surely can’t
be any stronger
indication that
Medical Justice is
needed.
Medical Justice sent
doctors to one of
these deatainees in detention who then wrote medico‐
legal reports; we arranged for the detainees to have
excellent legal representation; and eventually, they were
both released.
Medical Justice needs funding to be able to continue.
A vital component in changing the treatment of detainees
is substantiating allegations of widespread abuse and
systemic failures – we provide evidence from our
casework to lawyers and other campaigners. Medical
Justice is uniquely positioned to do this as we are the only
organisation in the UK that regularly sends independent
doctors into immigration removal centres and challenges
inadequate medical provision to detainees.
Medical Justice is, and needs to be, completely
independent and outspoken about the dangerous
conditions in immigration detention. Being outspoken
does not always win you friends. It also means we need
funders who are themselves completely independent and
willing to support unpopular causes.
In 2011, Medical Justice continued to document hundreds
of cases of injury sustained during deportation attempts,
disturbingly inadequate healthcare provision and an
alarming number of near‐death incidents. Some detainees
have suffered permanent damage, some life threatening.
Warnings by us, and many others, have been ignored or
trashed by UKBA over the years. The conditions are a
lethal ; a disaster waiting to happen again.
The culture of disbelief towards detainees is literally fatal.
While being restrained, Jimmy Mubenga said that he
couldn't breathe. They didn’t seem to believe him until
he was dead. In July 2011 a detainee's cell‐mate used the
emergency button in their locked cell ten times in a
frantic effort to get help for the detainee (Muhammed
Shuket) who was groaning in agony, complaining of very
bad chest pains, and who was disbelieved by a guard and
a nurse until it was too late. They didn’t seem to believe
him until he was dead either.
UKBA habitually disbelieves asylum seekers, accusing

them of fabricating accounts of persecution in their
country, and declaring as fact that they are not in danger
if deported to that country. Yet some detainees choose
death rather than deportation and take their own lives –
as one man reportedly did in Campsfield detention centre
near Oxford in August 2011.
Few detainees get to legally challenge their treatment.
Many of the near‐death incidents will never be
independently investigated. Of the relatively few legal
challenges there are, most get settled out of court by
UKBA with no judgment in the public domain.
Medical Justice met with UKBA staff responsible for policy
on immigration detention regarding safeguards
concerning vulnerable detainees, including torture
victims, the mentally ill, and those at risk of suicide and
self harm. UKBA said they were unaware of the above‐
mentioned High Court judgments finding detention had
amounted to inhuman or degrading treatment. When we
met them again 3 months later, UKBA policy staff had not
found time to read the judgments. This demonstrates
UKBA’s contempt for detainees’ lives.
All deaths in immigration detention are avoidable as
detention is optional. The damage caused by indefinite
immigration detention and the use of force during
deportation is so widespread that the only solution is to
end these practices before another tragedy happens.
Medical Justice staff and volunteers deal with many
distressed detainees. Every single day, staff are talking to
detainees who are suicidal and self‐harming. At times we
wonder if we are in the midst of another near‐death
scenario and what will happen after the detainee puts the
phone down.
The unceasing energy and dedication of our many
volunteers is astonishing. They make an indescribable
difference to detainees’ lives. We are all inspired by
detainees who somehow manage to muster up hitherto
unimaginable levels of courage to survive immigration
detention, and what ever comes next. When we are in
danger of feeling defeated, it is often detainees who are
the quickest to point out the importance of our role as a
witness to the abuse, documenting it, and speaking out.
It is often they who identify our successes, even if they
are small or obscure, and remind us how much more
abuse would take place if we did not exist.
We sincerely thank our current funders for helping us to
reach 1,000 detainees a year and ensure most of them get
released. As the unmet need is vast, we ask for more
funders to enable us to reach the thousands of other
vulnerable detainees and challenge the existence of what
has become a dangerous detention and deportation
industry.
Emma Mlotshwa (nee Ginn)
Medical Justice Co‐ordinator

Casework
volunteer clinicians is, and the often devastating effects of
the UKBA’s flawed decision‐making.
The flip side of the decrease in the detention of children
may be an increase in the detention of pregnant women.
Fortunately for the first time we have had a midwife, Jane
Grant, join our team of volunteers and visit pregnant
women in Yarl’s Wood. We are planning to focus on
supporting pregnant women in detention in 2012. See the
section on Pregnant Women in Detention section for
further details.

Photo : Theresa Schleicher (left), Medical Justice
Casework Manager, with Christine Hogg, Medical Justice
Secretary.
In 2011 we were able to support nearly 1,000 detainees.
Referrals came from solicitors, befrienders, friends and
family members of detainees, community organisations,
detainees referring themselves and other detainees. Self‐
referrals are increasing.
About 40 different volunteer clinicians including doctors,
a clinical psychologist and a midwife visited detainees in
all of the 10 immigration removal centres.
We still need more clinicians to help us see more
detainees ‐ on several occasions we have had waiting lists
of detainees needing to be seen.
About a third of detainees referred to us already had a
date set by UKBA for their removal from the UK (“removal
directions”) when they were seen by a Medical Justice
volunteer but very few ended up being removed. Most
were later released and many have now been granted
refugee status.
In September 2011, the new detention facility opened for
families with children at Pease Pottage (“Cedars”). We
have been able to review sets of medical records, conduct
telephone assessments, and refer families to appropriate
legal representation. See the section on Children in
Detention for further details.
These are not the only children who are being detained ‐
our clinicians visited a number of age disputed young
people who were later found to be children and victims of
trafficking, and who had been detained for long period by
the time they were released.
This of course shows both how effective the work of our

There has been a huge number of hungerstrikes at all
detention centres. Throughout the year there has almost
always been at least one detainee (and often more) on
hungerstrike somewhere. In May 2011 alone we were
contacted by 11 detainees on hungerstrike. Most of the
time these were people who had been detained for long
periods of time. Almost all of them have since been
released. Some have been granted refugee status and
several have been awarded compensation for unlawful
detention. Clearly this raises questions about UKBA’s
decisions in continuing detention of many detainees
despite extreme circumstances, and UKBA’s assessment
of the likelihood of thee detainees being removed.
Throughout the year we supported a high number of
mentally ill detainees, many of whom were not
recognised as being seriously ill by IRC healthcare staff.
Often they were subjected to frequent spells in isolation ‐
in several instances for much longer periods of time than
permitted by the detention centre rules, and often
without being given adequate reasons.
In autumn 2011 alone our doctors saw 4 detainees who
were later transferred to hospital under section. Most
detainees requiring transfer to hospital that we saw
experienced long delays before being hospitalised and
deteriorated during that time. Some detainees became
too ill to cope with continued detention. Some are likely
to never have needed being sectioned had their
deterioration been recognised earlier.
Our experience of inadequate care of mentally ill
detainees by IRC healthcare units and inadequate decision
making about them by UKBA was echoed by High Court
judgments in the cases of two mentally ill detainees in
which it was found that their detention had amounted to
inhuman and degrading treatment.
Despite continuing to be shocked and appalled by seeing
the effects of UKBA and IRC failures and the disinterest of
UKBA to address these, it has been great to work with so
many fantastic volunteers ‐ our volunteer clinicians,
interpreters and lawyers.
As always what motivates us to keep going is seeing
detainees who we have seen, allegedly end of process, or
with supposedly unfounded claims, get leave to remain
and settle down. Some have been reunited with their

families, some have started new families, got university
degrees or got jobs and finally been able to get on with
their lives.
Quite a few have stayed in touch with us and continue to
support Medical Justice, by joining the ex‐detainee
committee and in many different other ways. Many

continue to support those left behind in detention.Their
courage and determination to support others, even when
they are themselves in such difficult situations, is an
inspiration to us.
Theresa Schleicher
Medical Justice Casework Manager

Complaints
appointments (including disabled detainees)
• Basic observations of hunger strikers not being carried
out as per Department of Health guidelines
• Repeatedly failing to transport detainees to hospital
appointments
• Failure to disclose medical records ‐ despite its
obligations under the Data Protection 1998, and UKBA
policy, G4S at Morton Hall IRC refuse to disclose
medical records relating to periods of detention in
other IRCs. There can be excessive waits for receiving
medical records ; some have been outstanding for 9‐
12 months. When eventually provided, notes are often
disorganised and missing crucial information, weeks
worth of notes, Rule 35 reports and prescription
charts.

Emma Stevens, Caseworker / Finance & Admin, lodged
complaints on behalf of 27 detainees in 2011 – some
cases involved 2 or 3 complaints for one detainee.
It can be worthwhile for a detainee to make a complaint –
they may get some small improvement and if not, the
complaint may form an important step in a legal challenge
of the treatment they are complaining about. Medical
Justice assists detainees to make complaints because the
UKBA complaints process is bewildering and because in
general the responses are somewhat better if Medical
Justice submits the complaint rather than the detainee.
The complaints document a bleak picture of healthcare in
immigration detention. The extensive failures in the
detention regime harm detainees and demonstrate how
widespread unacceptable standards of healthcare are,
compounded by the IRCs inability to rectify the problems.
Complaints we have dealt with in 2011 included;
• Allegations of assault by guards, mostly during
deportation attempts
• The denial of anti‐retroviral medication to HIV+
detainees
• Diabetic detainees being denied dietary needs and
blood sugar monitoring kits
• Routine handcuffing on external medical

• Denying independent doctor’s right to take a camera
in to photograph injuries and scars of torture ‐ in May
2011, two doctors were refused entry to Tinsley House
IRC with their cameras. I made a complaint and was
assured it would not happen again. But recently the
same thing happened.
Inadequacies we found in responses to complaints
include :
• Lack of transparency and independence of the
investigation ;
o Initial investigations are not independent as they
are conducted by another part of UKBA (the
Professional Standards Unit). UKBA often do not
disclose evidence used by the investigating
officer, despite us specifically requesting this.
• Poor quality responses ;
o Responses often fail to address all the issues
raised in the complaint and do not consider all
sources of relevant information ‐ e.g. hospital or
IRC healthcare records. Complains are invariably
dismissed and no reason provided. Deadlines are
routinely and repeatedly missed. Responses to
complaints submitted by Medical Justice are
marginally more meaningful than those in
response to complaints detainees submitted
themselves. Some responses include
inappropriate comments, such as “some might
suggest the level of healthcare is better than that
in the community” and “you should consider
yourself very lucky to receiving such a service”.

• Some poor outcomes
o Relatively few complaints are substantiated. If a
complaint is substantiated, or part of it is, often
no remedy is detailed to avoid the problem
reoccurring. When UKBA or the IRC say they
have implemented a remedy, it is difficult to
evaluate its effectiveness. One detainee waited 7
months for a response containing just 5 short
paragraphs and no redress, even for the parts of
the complaint that were substantiated.
Assaults
Many detainees have complained of being physically and
verbally assaulted. Common issues include Overseas
Escorts restricting the detainee’s airways to obstruct
breathing, punching and kicking detainees, dragging them
on the floor, and handcuffs being twisted among other
violent acts. Threatening and racist language is often
reported, with some detainees being threatened with
future violence if they do not comply. Injuries are often
not adequately treated.
Specific problems with the investigation of assault claims
include ;
• Of those we have dealt with, all complaints to the
police were filtered by UKBA / the IRC and police will
not investigate unless given the go‐ahead.
• Almost always there are no photographs taken of
injuries sustained, as required by UKBA policy. When
we complain about this, most IRCs usually admits their
failure, and despite saying that it won’t happen again,
it almost always does. UKBA have failed to ensure IRC
compliance with its policies ; Morton Hall IRC state
they are not required to implement the policy and
Colnbrook cite a lack of a forensic photographer on
site for their failure.
• Most alleged assaults are carried out at the point the
detainee is taken from the van and onto the plane,
and this is precisely the point where there is no CCTV
coverage.

has been written. Since then, we know of at least 2 more
detainees who have missed antiretroviral medication at
Harmondsworth.
Over the last 6 months there have been several HIV+
detainees at Brook House who have experienced a
catalogue of problems relating to their condition, often
contravening British HIV Association (BHIVA) guidelines.
The problems include: missed medication ‐ apparently in
part due to staff not re‐ordering medication on time; not
being referred to the local GUM clinic after missing
several doses of medication; when detainees are sent to
the local GUM clinic they are sent with no medical notes;
and lack of the 3 months supply of HIV medication that
BHIVA recommends if the patient is removed. Brook
House IRC have responded that “staff have acted in a
responsible way” irrespective of evidence in the medical
records or otherwise.
UKBA complaints process is an utter shambles
In July 2012 UKBA issued a blanket cancellation of a list of
Detention Service Orders (DSOs), including the one saying
use of force injuries must be photographed. No
explanation was provided as to why it was cancelled, and
there does not appear be any replacement DSO. The DSO
does, however, remain on the UKBA website with no
indication it has been cancelled. UKBA policy documents
have referenced organisations that complaints should be
escalated to that no longer existed, and others who do
not have the remit to investigate.
Some better outcomes have included ;
Despite all the issues, there have been some good
outcomes for the detainees. Often a complaint can lead
to quick resolution of an immediate problem a detainee is
facing, by applying additional pressure to healthcare. For
example: diabetic detainees have been able to access a
better diet after a complaint; medication that he been
previously stopped is resumed; and necessary referrals for
further treatment are made.

• Not interviewing all relevant parties (e.g. witnesses to
assaults who have made a witness statement) and
relying solely on staff statements, is especially
problematic when there is no CCTV.
I have now request information and evidence that has
been used by the PSU in their investigations in 9 assault
cases that were unsubstantiated. This includes
unredacted interview transcripts for the escorts involved,
CCTV footage, and details of disciplinary findings against
officers involved in the assaults.
Denial of life‐saving HIV medication
An HIV+ detainee was denied his antiretroviral medication
at Harmondsworth from 14th of November 2011 until the
16th of December 2011. A complaint was sent to
Harmondsworth with a letter from the detainee’s
consultant at the local hospital. Harmondsworth
substantiated the complaint and said they would review
their practice. Two days later, another HIV+ detainee was
denied his medication at Harmondsworth and a complaint

Ex‐detainee speaks at a Medical Justice event with
Michael Fordham QC, Theresa Schleicher (Medical
Justice Casework Manager) and Alex Goodman
(barrister, Medical Justice trustee) – Garden Court
th
Chambers 28 July 2011.
Working with lawyers
A number of complaints I have been writing have helped
immigration solicitors with judicial reviews, civil action

solicitors with assault cases, and in escalating the
detainee’s problems to the relevant ombudsman.
I have worked with various lawyers during the year to
progress complaints. In particular, Lochlinn Parker, Gareth
Mitchell and Charlie Dobson of Deighton Pierce Glynn and
Charlie Burnett from Christian Khan solicitors have been
extremely helpful when referring assault cases for a civil
action claim. They, among others, have helped take a
detainee’s complaint to the next level by legally
challenging the actions of the Overseas Escorts and
seeking financial compensation as well as a degree of
emotional compensation. Janet Farrell from Bhatt Murphy
has helped enormously with advice on making effective
complaints and escalation to the ombudsman.

Emma Norton from Liberty has been invaluable ; an
ongoing source of information, advice and
encouragement. Emma and her team have been
particularly helpful with issues surrounding the Data
Protection Act 1998 and have written a leaflet
highlighting the key issues for accessing medical
information. I have also supplied case studies from
complaints for Liberty’s two Judicial Reviews on the use of
force on removal and the use of handcuffing detainees
when taken for external medical appointments.
Emma Stevens
Caseworker and Finance & Admin

Research
around litigation deadlines, coincide with political events
and exploit media opportunities.
As a member of the organisation, one has the freedom to
be outspoken about the injustice of detention. Our
messages are not constrained by politics or funding and
Medical Justice does not dilute any of its public
statements even though they may be unpopular.

Photo : Natasha Tsangarides speaking in the House of
Commons with Lord Avebury and an ex‐detainee.
I joined Medical Justice in early 2011 as a part‐time
researcher. Over the year, I increased my working days
from two to four, thanks to Emma’s amazing fundraising
skills.
There are a few distinctive features of Medical Justice
that set it apart from other NGOs in the field and make it
a great place to work.
The vision and aims of the organisation are deeply
embedded into everyday working practice and service
delivery. Every decision and strategic direction we move
in is guided by these strong principles.
The staff team is small, fluid and dynamic. Being small
means that everybody contributes to each other’s work in
some way. As the researcher, I work closely with the
caseworkers to spot trends and decide upon key areas of
research and campaigning. Every single case that is
referred to Medical Justice contributes to our research,
policy and campaigning work. We are all adept at flexible
working and need be reactive, proactive and cooperative.
We have the agility to react quickly to events and have a
level of flexibility in our working that enables us to fit

It is a young organisation, which makes it a fresh and
exciting place to work. There is scope to grow, explore
new territories and try new methods of engagement.
Patterns have not yet become embedded and modes of
practice are not stagnant.
Another striking characteristic about operational
management is the high level of critical analysis paid to
working practice. Staff are always striving to be better and
achieve more. It is a common feature of most team
discussions and meetings to critique how our work has
been conducted, what impact has been achieved and
crucially what could have been done differently and
better.
The researcher role at Medical Justice is not strictly
committed to research. The role here is much broader
encompassing policy and campaigning work. Despite not
having a dedicated person or team doing this work,
Medical Justice as a team has achieved success in both of
these areas in 2011.
The impact of our work is staggering. Former detainees
are always ready and willing to assist us in our research,
strategic planning and public campaigns. For me, this
speaks volumes and makes Medical Justice a unique and
valuable place to work.
Natasha Tsangarides
Researcher

Media coverage month‐by‐month
There were 21 articles in the mainstream national media, plus 2 in the British Medical Journal, that quoted Medical Justice.
This increases public awareness and the raises the profile of the issues with decision‐makers we interact with.
The article were in the Guardian (9), the Radio 4 Today programme (2interviews), the Morning Star (4), British Medical
Journal (2), the Times, the Independent, the Independent on Sunday, a BBC London News (TV) interview, BBC Radio London,
and Law Society Gazette.

Photo : Medical Justice volunteer doctor, Charmian
Goldwyn is interviewed.
rd

Guardian : 23 Jan 2011 ‐ “Deportee claims security staff
held him down until he 'could not breathe'” – “A
Congolese asylum seeker claims he struggled to breathe
when security staff restrained him at a Heathrow
boarding gate, and feared he was "going to die" … His
complaint emerged as the charity Medical Justice, which
monitors the welfare of those in immigration detention,
said it had records of 11 people being injured in forced
removals since the death of Jimmy Mubenga last
October.”
th

Guardian : 8 February 2011 – “Staff on deportation
flights played 'Russian roulette' with lives” ‐
Whistleblowers' dossier claims concerns over restraint
techniques used by G4S staff were ignored for years …The
documents reveal how G4S employees spent several
years raising concerns about the potentially lethal
th

Morning Star : 10 March 2011 ‐ "'Accommodation
centre' rebrand fury" ‐ "…. Medical Justice co‐ordinator
Emma Ginn retorted: "We have published medical
evidence documenting the physical and mental damage to
children caused by immigration detention, which the UK
Border Agency has not contested."”
th

Guardian : 10 March 2011 ‐ "Barnardo's won't lessen
trauma of child detention" ‐ "Providing play services at
the Yarl's Wood replacement does not compensate for
the damage detention does to children ... In Medical
Justice's report, State Sponsored Cruelty, 74 of the 141
children surveyed demonstrated symptoms of
psychological damage and 92 had physical health
problems caused or exacerbated by detention."

methods being used on refused asylum seekers. The most
disturbing technique involved bending deportees over in
their seats and placing their head between their legs. The
procedure became known within the company as "carpet
karaoke" because it would force detainees, struggling for
breath, to shout downwards toward the floor. … one
guard felt compelled to write to his manager, warning
training had to change "before there was a serious
positional asphyxiation incident resulting in a detainee's
death". … Frustrated that their complaints were not being
listened to, by the end of 2007 some G4S guards took to
writing to police, a local MP and the Home Office. ….
Several former G4S guards have independently told the
Guardian the reason deportees were subjected to "carpet
karaoke" was because in effect there was a financial
inducement to keep them quiet. … The week after she left
the company, senior G4S executives were summoned
before the home affairs select committee to explain their
procedures in the wake of Mubenga's death. David Banks,
group managing director for G4S, denied there was a
remuneration structure that incentivised removals. He
was asked by the committee chair, Keith Vaz, if his staff
had ever complained about "any aspects of the removal
process". He replied: "I'm certainly not aware of any,
no."”
th

BBC Radio 4 Today programme interview : 5 March
2011 ‐ "Torture victims 'languish in detention'" ‐ "The
process for releasing detainees being held in immigration
removal centres if they have been victims of torture
doesn't work, according to one of the charities working in
the field. Emma Ginn of the Medical Justice Network,
which sends independent doctors into immigration
centres, discusses the official review into the system."
th

The Times : 10 March 2011 ‐ "Charity will help with
‘pre‐departure accommodation’ near airport" –
“Barnardo’s, the children’s charity, will provide welfare
services at the centre ... Andrew Flanagan, chief executive
of the NSPCC, said: “There can be no excuse for detaining
children in immigration facilities. Locking up children like
this is wrong and unacceptable. Better quality detention is
still detention, however dressed up.” ... Emma Ginn, a
spokeswoman for the charity Medical Justice, was more
critical, describing Barnardo’s decision as “
th
Guardian : 16 March 2011 ‐ "Jimmy Mubenga: security
firm G4S may face charges over death" ‐ "Scotland Yard is
considering bringing a corporate manslaughter charge
against the world's largest private security firm over the
death of an Angolan deportee."

th

Independent on Sunday : 20 March 2011 ‐ "Immigration
detainees 'denied life‐saving drugs'" ‐ “Hundreds of HIV‐
positive immigrants are routinely denied essential
medication in British detention centres, resulting in lives
being put at risk, doctors say. They are demanding
improved healthcare facilities in immigration detention
centres or the release of those suffering from the
condition. Their evidence, in a report by the charity
Medical Justice, will be heard in the Court of Appeal next
month as three HIV‐positive migrants seek to have their
detention ruled unlawful because of the centres' failure to
treat them properly.”
nd

Morning Star : 22 March 2011 ‐ "Detainees 'denied HIV
medication'" ‐ "Medical Justice has been granted
permission by the Court of Appeal to intervene in the case
of three HIV‐positive ex‐detainees who argue their
detention was unlawful due to a lack of proper
treatment. GP and HIV specialist Dr Indrajit Ghosh said:
"UKBA claims that health‐care in its centres is equivalent
to that in the NHS, but the report shows that being in
detention leads to a situation in which these patients
cannot access proper medical care. In the case of HIV, this
is a threat to the patients' lives. "
th

Channel 4 News : 24 March 2011 ‐ “Home Office 'falsely
imprisoned' foreign national prisoners” –“In a key test
case, the Supreme Court ruled that two men [Jamaican
Kadian Mighty and Congolese national Walumba Lumba]
were held unlawfully ... It was during this case, that the
courts discovered that the Home Office was operating a
secret policy of detaining nearly all foreign prisoners,
despite the fact that the published policy said that they
would normally be released.
th

Guardian : 29 April 2011 ‐ "Immigration officials have
turned HIV patients into prisoners, claims hospital" ‐"HIV
patients at a London hospital have in effect been
imprisoned following a move by immigration officials to
secure the sexual health unit, NHS consultants claim.
... HIV specialist Ben Holden, a consultant at the hospital,
said: "The unit is now a prison for us all. Our windows only
open two inches but UKBA have installed chunky locks on
them." ...Emma Ginn, co‐ordinator of the charity Medical
Justice – which recently published Detained and Denied, a
report cataloguing examples of poor medical treatment
for HIV‐positive detainees – said: "Along with the
potentially lethal medical abuse they suffer in detention
centres detainees are suffering sub‐human conditions in
hospital.""
Sunrise Radio : May 2011 ‐ interview about the
treatment of HIV+ detainees – Theresa Schleicher,
Medical Justice Casework Manager is interviewed about
the treatment of HIV+ detainees in detention centres.
Immigration Removal Centre (IRC) Morton Hall opens :
st
1 June 2011 ‐ A former prison, newly designated as an
IRC, run by the Prison Service and healthcare provided by
G4S.
th

BBC London news : 17 June 2011 ‐ Interview of Emma
Ginn about detainees’ allegations of assault

th

BBC online : 17 June 2011 ‐ "G4S immigration removal
centre complaints revealed" ‐ "A private security
company responsible for holding immigration detainees
received more than 700 complaints last year, the BBC has
learned. ...The company runs three removal centres and
until recently escorted detainees who were being
deported."
th

Morning Star : 17 June 2011 ‐ "800 complaints are 'tip
of the iceberg'" – “Medical Justice Spokeswoman Emma
Ginn told the Star: "The rising number of complaints
against G4S does not surprise us.”
th

Guardian : 20 June 2011 ‐ "Deportee slashes his throat
as plane prepares to leave Gatwick" ‐"An illegal
immigrant slashed his throat as he was being deported
from London on a plane."
st

Guardian : 21 June 2011 ‐ "Mubenga case guard
investigated over Facebook images" ‐ "A guard under
investigation for the alleged manslaughter of Angolan
detainee Jimmy Mubenga has used his Facebook page to
post a mocking photograph of two other men, assumed to
be detainees, on an aircraft."
Guardian : 7h July 2011 ‐ "Jimmy Mubenga's death
shows the deportation system must change" ‐ By
Adrienne Makenda Kambana ‐ "A report on the role of
private contractors states better oversight is needed to
prevent others suffering as my husband did. I spoke to my
husband on the day he died. He was sat in the plane,
waiting for it to take off and take him back to Angola. He
didn't want to go: he was worried about his family, me
and our five children, left in the UK without him. ”
th

Amnesty International : 7 July 2011 ‐ "Ill‐trained,
dangerous and unaccountable..." ‐ "One such technique
was nick‐named by contractors “Carpet Karaoke”, as it
involved forcing an individual’s face down towards the
carpet with such force that they were only able to scream
inarticulately ‘like a bad karaoke singer’.”
th

Guardian : 13 July 2011 ‐ “Legal aid cuts are leaving
migrants lost in a maze” – “… news that the largest
specialist immigration advice charity – the Immigration
Advisory Service – had entered administration. This comes
just one year after the collapse of another specialist
immigration and asylum charity, Refugee and Migrant
Justice (RMJ).”
th

Guardian : 5 August 2011 – “Detention centre deaths
spark police investigations” ‐ "Two men died from
suspected heart attacks at Colnbrook near Heathrow
airport and the third killed himself at the Campsfield
House detention centre in Oxfordshire on Tuesday. Emma
Ginn, from the campaign group Medical Justice, said
..."Based on medical evidence from many hundreds of
detainees, Medical Justice has documented the
disturbingly inadequate healthcare provision that often
vulnerable immigration detainees are subjected to …”... A
man with severe mental illness was unlawfully locked up
in a UK detention centre for five months and subjected to
inhuman or degrading treatment, according to a high
court ruling."

th

BBC Radio London : 14 October 2011 ‐ Interview with
Dr Ben Robinson from Medical Justice ‐ ".... and it is that
disbelief that really killed Jimmy."
th

Guardian Letters : 14 October 2011 ‐ "Vigil for an end to
forced deportations" ‐ "We urge the police and CPS to
conduct a thorough and robust investigation to ensure
that the G4S officers are properly accountable to the law
as are any other members of the public." Signed
by Inquest, Medical Justice, No Borders, Corporate Watch,
Liberty, Lord Herman Ouseley, Julian Huppert MP, David
Lammy MP, John McDonnell MP, Institute of Race
Relations, Hickman and Rose, Victoria Brittain, David
Edgar.
Medical Justice volunteer doctors discuss difficult cases –
th
training day 25 June 2011.
th

British Medical Journal : 11 August 2011 ‐ "Deaths at
UK immigration detention centres prompt concerns
about inadequate healthcare" ‐ "Three deaths of asylum
seekers in the care of UK immigration detention centres in
the past month have triggered police investigations and
concern about the state of healthcare provision for
detainees. ... "... Medical Justice has documented gross
failures in healthcare provision, including denial of
medication, denial of access to hospital, and serious
medical conditions going undiagnosed and untreated,"
said Ms Ginn”
th

Independent : 15 August 2011 ‐ "£12m paid in asylum
seeker claims" ‐ "The UK Border Agency (UKBA) paid a
total of £14.2 million last year in compensation, legal
costs and ex gratia payments ... This included payments to
families who were unlawfully detained and removed, as
well as £175,000 in compensation to an asylum seeker
who was unlawfully detained and injured while in
custody”
rd

Guardian : 23 August 2011 ‐ "Is a new asylum facility
simply child detention under another name?" ‐ "... But
for many asylum and children's campaigners, the centre –
run by private security company G4S – goes against the
government's pledge last year to end the detention of
children of failed asylum seekers. Much ire has been
directed at the children's charity Barnardo's, which will
provide family support services including counselling and
local outings. Emma Ginn, spokeswoman for Medical
Justice, a detainee rights group, has accused Barnardo's of
helping UKBA to re‐brand detention. "It was still within
sight that detention of children could properly have
ended," she said”.
rd

Guardian : 3 October 2011 ‐ "Police investigate alleged
assault on Nigerian mother on deportation flight" ‐ A
police investigation has been launched into an alleged
assault on a Nigerian asylum seeker in front of her three
young children on a plane bound for Italy.”
th

Demonstration : 14 October 2011 ‐ Vigil to mark the
one‐year anniversary of Jimmy Mubenga's death –
outside the Crown Prosecution Service.

th

Guardian : 14 October 2011 ‐ "Sadly, Jimmy Mubenga's
death has not changed deportation practices" – Emma
Ginn of Medical Justice : “On the anniversary of
Mubenga's death in deportation, we call on the
government to end these needless abuses ... The culture
of disbelief towards detainees is literally fatal. While being
restrained, Mubenga said that he couldn't breathe. UKBA
habitually disbelieves asylum seekers, accusing them of
fabricating accounts of persecution in their country, and
declaring as fact that they are not in danger if deported to
that country. Yet some detainees choose death rather
than deportation and take their own lives – as one man
reportedly did in Campsfield detention centre near Oxford
in August. ... We repeat our warning yet again. All deaths
in immigration detention are avoidable as detention is
optional.... The damage caused by indefinite and often
arbitrary immigration detention and the use of force
during deportation is so widespread that the only solution
is to end these practices before another tragedy
happens."
th

Morning Star : 14 October 2011 ‐ "Family vigil to mark
long wait for justice for Angolan man" ‐ "Medical Justice
spokeswoman Emma Ginn said: "Even after Jimmy's
death, the UKBA has failed to demonstrate any concrete
changes that will prevent further abuse and death."
th

Guardian : 17 October 2011 ‐ "Child detention: has the
government broken its promise to end it?" – "After
promising last year to end child detention in failed asylum
cases – and closing the notorious Yarl's Wood unit – the
government opened a smart new centre for deportees.
But isn't this still detention? …Among charities active in
this sphere, the response to Barnardo's decision to get
involved ranges from "gruff acceptance to downright
hostility", according to one campaigner who asked not to
be named. "The general feeling is that the UKBA was
under a lot of pressure to end child detention and by
negotiating with Barnardo's, the government got cover
for continuing to detain children," he says. "Barnardo's ...
have become complicit in the process." … Emma Ginn, of
Medical Justice, a charity that has documented the
damage detention does to children's mental and physical
health, says: "… They are arguing somehow that detention
that isn't in a big immigration centre is not actually
detention. But you can't deny the English dictionary
definition of detention."

th

BMJ : 4 November 2011 ‐ "Treatment of man with
mental illness at UK detention centre breached human
rights" ‐
“The case of the 31 year old Nigerian, named only as BA,
is the second within three months in which the High Court
has held that the circumstances of immigration detention
of a severely mentally ill detainee reached the threshold
of inhumane or degrading treatment." [Mr BA was seen
by a doctor and a consultant psychiatrist, arranged by
Medical Justice. He was represented by Bhatt Murphy
Solicitors.]

Photo : Medical Justice volunteer doctors training day
nd

Law Society : 22 November 2011 – “Law Society backs
Court of Appeal ruling upholding access to justice for
migrants” ‐ "The case of ‘Medical Justice v the Home
Secretary’ related to a UK Border Agency argument that
migrants who consented to removal from the UK were in
effect waiving their right to legal advice.... Responding to
the ruling Law Society Chief Executive Desmond Hudson
said the Court of Appeal stood above the criticism by
politicians and elements of the media about the courts’
intervention in immigration cases. ... “UKBA’s failure to
observe its own procedural safeguards, to take steps to
ensure that consent was informed, and to keep proper
records undermined its position, leading not only to
today’s challenge but in some cases to migrants having
been removed then being returned to this country at the
taxpayer’s expense."
th

NCADC : 12 December 2011 ‐ New asylum housing
contracts: Serco, G4S, Reliance – “The UK Border Agency
has announced the 'preferred bidders' to provide
accommodation for asylum seekers across the UK …
Reliance Secure Task Management Ltd, G4S Regional
Management (UK&I) Ltd, Serco Civil Government.”
th

Guardian : 6 January 2012 – “Child asylum seekers win
compensation for 13‐month detention” – “The Ay family,
Kurdish refugees from Turkey, win six‐figure payout from
the Home Office eight years after childhood ordeal. … A
UK Border Agency spokesman said on Friday: "In March
2011 we established a new family returns process that
ended the detention of children.
th

BBC Radio 4 Today programme : 26 January 2012 ‐
"Private border staff 'out of control'" ‐ "The UK Border
Agency has been criticised for the way it manages the
forced removal of failed asylum seekers and illegal

immigrants from the UK. Inappropriate and dangerous
use of restraint techniques and abusive racist language
are two of the findings of the Home Affairs Select
Committee. The committee report was instigated after
the death of Jimmy Mubenga in 2010.
Emma Ginn, co‐ordinator of the charity Medical Justice,
reflects on their fears inappropriate behaviour towards
detainees."

Children in detention
The government’s spin is insidious, and believable,
unless you have heard from detained families. There
was a Guardian article about the Ay family children
getting compensation for damage by detention in the
UK 8 years ago. As their ‘right of reply’ statement
UKBA said they have ended the detention of children,
which the reader may well believe. UKBA know that’s
not true. The Guardian journalist knows it’s not true,
but the Guardian is obliged to publish UKBA’s
statement.
People attending the Liberal Democrat party
conference in 2001 saw rolling messages of what the
party had achieved flashed across giant screens – one
of them was 'Ended child detention in UK immigration
centres. Delivered'. This is a plain lie. Conference
attendees may have believed it.
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Number of detained children has started to increase
again
The number of children detained has reduced from
1,000 children in 2009, to 400 in 2010, to 100 in 2011,
but increased to 107 in the first six months of 2012.
Government’s spin has emasculated the campaign to
end the detention of children
The government promised to end the detention of
children, but have basically re‐branded it. It is still
detaining children. It has trumpeted some
improvements they have made and convinced most
people there isn’t a problem any more.
Uncomfortable facts, like detained children now have
less rights than they did before, are ignored by the
mainstream. This has emasculated the campaign to
end the detention of children.

The damage continues – although initially less
children detained, and for less time, the number of
children in detention is increasing again. Families with
children are now are given some notice of UK Border
Agency’s intention to deport them, so they have some
opportunity to make fresh representations if
appropriate, or consider voluntary return.
Children can now only be detained for up to 7 days.
But there is medical evidence that even very short
periods of detention can cause significant harm. In
September 2010 Medical Justice published the "‘State
Sponsored Cruelty’: Children in immigration
detention” report based on 141 children in detention
who we assisted. It revealed the extent to which
detaining children causes harm. Children have
attempted to end their own lives, and have been left
seriously physically and psychologically damaged.
Significant harm was shown to stem from violent
dawn‐raids which continue to happen.

One feels duty bound to discuss both improvement
and deterioration in the conditions of detained
children. At the same time, one gets an uneasy feeling
that developing this discourse may actually be integral
to the success of the government’s spin.
Surprisingly, Barnardo’s agreed to run the new
detention facility for children, together with G4S.
Barnardo’s say that their role will enable them to
influence things for the better. But for many children,
parts of the detention regime remain unchanged,
starting with a door being broken down in a dawn raid
on their home, some witnessing their parents being
handcuffed, floored, injured, and separated from
them. Some have been deported to a country that
they have never been to, and others have been
deported without one of their parents.

Photo : one of many of SASH (Suicide & Self‐Harm)
kits in the new Pease Pottage detention facility for
families with children.
The government breaks its promise to end the
detention of children ‐ Having branded the
immigration detention of children as “State sponsored
cruelty”, the Deputy Prime Minister, Nick Clegg,
promised to end it but instead simply re‐branded it ;

whilst they shut down the facilities to detain children
at the infamous Yarl’s Wood Immigration Removal
Centre (IRC), they increased facilities to detain
children at Tinsley House IRC, and opened a new
detention facility for detaining children at Pease
Pottage in West Sussex, a few miles from Gatwick
airport.

Barnardo’s staff told us that they strive for a “joined
up approach” with G4S, who have been under threat
of prosecution for corporate manslaughter regarding a
deportee who died at the hands of three G4S guards.
Barnardo’s and G4S’ performance were observed
during the HM Inspector of Prisons inspection of the
detention facility in May 2012. The inspection report
is due to be published mid September.

Barnardo’s run the detention facility at Pease Pottage,
together with G4S. UKBA emphasised that it “has a
completely different look and feel to an Immigration
Removal Centre”. It certainly looks nice on the
surface, but it is a detention facility – a message
repeated by all the detained families we have dealt. As
Andrew Flanagan, chief executive of the NSPCC, said:
“There can be no excuse for detaining children in
immigration facilities. Locking up children like this is
wrong and unacceptable. Better quality detention is
still detention, however dressed up”.
Barnardo’s have said that the new detention facility is
a “regrettable necessity” and a “price worth paying for
the closing of Yarl’s Wood [for detaining children]”.
The Pease Pottage detention facility is a revenue
stream for Barnardo’s who hired 26 people to work
there and is being paid for its services by the UKBA.
We made our views known to Barnardo’s ; they ruined
the campaign to end the detention of children, which
campaigners felt was achievable as the government
had already promised it. And, by facilitating the
government’s re‐branding of the detention of
children, Barnardo’s handed them a pretext to carry
on doing it.
According to a March 2011 article in the Times, “The
Home Office allowed Barnardo’s to “manage” the
announcement [plans for the new detention facility]
because the charity was concerned about how the
media would react to its involvement.” The detention
st
facility opened on 1 September 2011. There are 44
bed spaces in 9 self‐contained accommodation units.
One unit is reserved for families at risk of suicide, and
one for keeping difficult family members in isolation.
Both have observation points. CCTV is everywhere.
The detention facility was named “CEDARS”, which
according to UKBA “stands for the principles staff will
work to ‐ compassion, empathy, dignity,
approachability, respect and support.” These
principles were not evident for one family who were
reportedly refused help to use a fax machine to
contact their lawyer by Barnardo’s staff who said they
were unable to help unless permission had been
received to do so from UKBA. The family’s support
group left messages for Barnardo’s staff but hadn’t
had a reply. Medical Justice has never been able to
contact Barnardo’s staff concerning any family’s
welfare issues either. Barnardo’s refuse to provide
any contact details for operational staff at the
detention facility, saying we must communicate via
their policy department and press office in London,
which has not been effective.
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Mother says she was assaulted in front of her
children – UKBA hired private jet to remove them
One mother – Faith – said that six of the eight escorts
on the flight beat her on the arms and legs, twisted
her hand and put hands around her neck. She said she
was left spitting blood. Faith and her three children,
aged four, six and eight, were taken by surprise when
they were arrested by a group of 10 to 12 uniformed
officers in a 5.30am raid at their home. Faith and
children were subjected to a number of removal
attempts. As the 7‐day limit approached, UKBA hired
a private jet to remove the family.
Medical Justice hooked Faith up with a solicitor who
obtained a high court injunction stopping the removal.
We helped Faith raise pubic awareness in an article in
the Guardian. Julian Huppert MP wrote to the
th
Immigration Minister about this case on 26
September 2011 and has not been able to provide any
response yet.
“Family Removal Panel” approves deportation of a
mother and daughter without the father
Parents from two different African countries were
subjected to a dawn‐raid. UKBA’s response to a
complaint acknowledges that officers broke down
their door because it was likely that the father, mother
and daughter would be asleep in one bed, and said the
purpose was to ”prevent self‐harm”. Also, that both
parents were restrained and their child carried away
by officers in order to “shield the child from any use of
force on her parents” and to prevent her from
“witnessing the disruption of her parents”. The father
was handcuffed, and carried out of his house by 4
officers and pushed to the ground. His underwear
came off in the process. He was put in leg restraints.
UKBA’s explanation of the injuries he sustained was
that he was causing injury to himself.

The father was taken to Colnbrook IRC while and the
mother and daughter were taken to the detention
facility at Pease Pottage. The mother says that her
daughter was not given appropriate anti‐malarials and
a Medical Justice volunteer wrote to UKBA warning
that it was not safe for the daughter to be deported.
They were deported to an African country while the
father was still held in Colnbook. He says his daughter
developed malaria. Medical Justice provided a medical
report and helped the father find legal representation.
He has since been released. UKBA claim that the
Family Removal Panel approved the methods for the
dawn‐raid and sanctioned the use of force, and the
family being split up.

The “Family Removals Panel” advice to UKBA is not
an adequate safeguard
• Neither the detained families nor their legal
representative (if they have one) get visibility of
the information the Family Returns Panel are given
from UKBA about the family, so they cannot
challenge any factual errors. The Panel only gets a
summary of information and does not routinely
have access to the family’s immigration documents
and medical information. The occurrence of
inaccurate UKBA summaries is well documented.
• If a removal attempt fails, the family’s case is not
necessarily remitted back to the Family Removals
Panel for advice on any subsequent removal
attempt. The 7‐day limit on detention may mean
UKBA resort to use increasingly non‐standard
methods to remove the family (e.g hiring a private
plane). Each failed removal may increase the
family's vulnerability.
• The Panel’s advice can and has been overruled by
UKBA.
• The Panel sanctions plans to carry out dawn‐raids,
use of force, and split families up between
continents.
UK Border Agency detain families who it transpires
have a valid asylum or human rights claim

Children have less rights now than had when they
were banged up at Yarl’s Wood
Children detained at the Pease Pottage detention
facility are in a regulatory vacuum with even less rights
than they did at Yarl’s Wood. UKBA opened the new
detention facility in September 2011, saying that the
Detention Centre Rules would not apply but that Short
Term Holding Facility Rules would, except they had
been “in draft” for a number of years. Now, after a
year of children being detained there, no Short Term
Holding Facility Rules have been published. This means
there are no rules about the use of force on adults or
children, putting detainees in isolation, and detainees’
rights to access an independent doctor. Operating
Standards for have been put out for consultation and
now include a Healthcare but the Non‐Compliance
section is still missing.
Barnardo’s had promised to share information with us,
but almost a year after the opening of the new
detention facility they are not able to say if publicly
funded legal advice surgeries for detained families are
taking place. It’s hard to see how Barnardo’s staff can
advise detainees if they do not know what the
situation is themselves.
Physical Care and Control (a special form of Control &
Restrain for children) can be used on children detained
at the Pease Pottage detention facility, with
ministerial agreement, to effect their forced removal
from the UK, as an absolute last resort. It has been
used at least once on a 16‐year‐old. There was one
case where there was a complaint by a family and a
complaint by Barnardo’s about inappropriate use of
force. The complaint was partly upheld.

There are cases where UKBA have stated that the
detainee does not face any risk of persecution in their
country and have deported them, yet they were
persecuted again (there is no monitoring how often
this happens). Families often resist deportation
because they feel their asylum or human rights claim
has not been properly considered. This remains the
case, wherever they are detained. Half of families
detained in Yarl's Wood were later released back into
the community, narrowly escaping deportation, and
some subsequently granted leave to remain in the UK.
Many of the families we have assisted in the new
Pease Pottage detention facility have been released.
So the “completely different look and feel” of the new
Pease Pottage detention facility sadly does not
necessarily translate to UKBA’s decision to deport a
family being better than when they detained families
at Yarl’s Wood.
Port cases : UKBA detain many hundreds after
promising to detain “a few dozen”
UKBA said they would only detain a “few dozen
families each year” at ports. But statistics reveal that
697 under 18s were detained between May and
August 2011 at ports. Almost a third were
unaccompanied children.
What Medical Justice is doing about it
Casework with 15 detained children
Almost all referrals we received were made very late ‐
on the day of their removal directions or the day
before. Families are usually detained with removal

directions set for 3 days later. This meant that we have
so far been unable to arrange a medical visit. We have
been able to review sets of medical records, conduct
telephone assessments, and refer families to
appropriate legal representation. Knowledge of
Medical Justice usually spreads within a detention
centre by word‐of‐mouth. But due to the time limits
in the Pease Pottage detention facility, families get to
meet up far less. We are proactively seeking contact
with detained families through visitors groups and
community support groups.
Casework with parents in detention without their
children
We help mothers in Yarl’s Wood and fathers
elsewhere who have been detained on their own
Legal challenges – with evidence from our casework
With a much reduced number of detained families
that we have been able to get contact with, and the
fact that it’s been impossible to get our doctors inside,
the necessary accumulation of knowledge and
evidence has been slowed. But we are actively
working on challenging the detention of children at
the Pease Pottage detention facility, at a policy level,
as fast as we can. Meanwhile, we are referring
detained families for civil action challenges where
appropriate.

Photo : CCTV at the detention facility at Pease Pottage

Policy work
Medical Justice, Bail for Immigration Detainees (BID)
and other partners in the Refugee Children’s
Consortium (RCC) have had policy discussions with
UKBA, Barnardo’s and the Family Removals Panel –
thanks largely to the RCC and BID, we have had small
successes which have resulted in some practices being
somewhat less harmful. For example, it is under
consideration that the Family Removals Panel is
provided with more documentation on a family and
that the family gets visibility of it. We will be
participating in the consultation on the Operating
Standards for the Pease Pottage detention facility.
Media work
Medical Justice was quoted news article about the
new Pease Pottage detention facility for children ;
Morning Star : "'Accommodation centre' rebrand fury"
– 10th March 2011
Guardian : "Barnardo's won't lessen trauma of child
detention" – 10th March 2011
The Times : "Charity will help with ‘pre‐departure
accommodation’ near airport" – 11th March 2011
Guardian : "Is a new asylum facility simply child
detention under another name?" – 23rd August 2011
Guardian : "Police investigate alleged assault on
Nigerian mother on deportation flight" – 3rd Oct 2011
Guardian : "Child detention: has the government
broken its promise to end it?" – 14th Oct 2011

Pregnant women in detention
mechanism for ascertaining and recording if a
woman is pregnant, it’s difficult to see how this
policy could be properly implemented.
Case‐study : Sara* was detained at Yarl's Wood in the
early stages of her pregnancy

One of our strategic goals is to campaign against the
detention of pregnant women. At the heart of the
campaign will be our dossier on the issue, which we
intend to publish in about 6 months time.
While the number of children in detention has gone
down, the number of pregnant women in detention
seems to has gone up, which leaves some wondering if
there is a link ; detaining children has become harder
for UKBA and there may be an incentive to detain and
deport a pregnant mother before her child is born.
HM Inspector of Prisons reported in its announced
inspection of Yarl’s Wood in 2011 that “too many
pregnant women, who should only have been held in
exceptional circumstances, were detained”. Most
detention reviews for the seven pregnant women in
Yarl’s Wood did not consider their pregnancy. Only
one of the monthly review letters mentioned
pregnancy, and even that suggested the pregnancy
was disputed, even though it had been confirmed for
some time.
One pregnant woman had had a four day journey from
a Belfast detention facility, to one in Scotland, and
then to one at Manchester Airport where she had
collapsed; from there she had been taken to hospital
before completing her journey to Yarl’s Wood
detention centre near Bedford.
During the last year, issues we have documented
have included ;
• Use of force on pregnant women but no guidance
documents available from UKBA
• Pregnant women being placed in wheelchairs for
deportation
• Relatively few pregnant mothers were actually
deported, begging the question why they were
ever detained at all
• Women being detained twice within the same
pregnancy ‐ after being initially released on
medical grounds.
• Pregnant women being released but re‐detained
soon after the baby is born
• UKBA’s policy is only to detain pregnant women in
“exceptional” circumstances – since they have no

She had had two early miscarriages in the past. A
removal was booked to her home country where there
is high risk of malaria and she was prescribed
mefloquine, an anti‐malarial that according to home
office policy cannot be given to women in the early
stages of their pregnancy. Additionally to not being
appropriate in early pregnancy, she was prescribed
the medication too late to establish tolerance. She had
also had some bleeding and had not had a scan.
Her removal was stopped by the High Court, but Sara
remained in Yarl's Wood until she was 20
weeks pregnant. At 20 weeks she complained of
bleeding and abdominal pain. After some delay she
was taken to hospital where she had a still birth. A
guard was present throughout the birth. She was
granted Temporary Admission while in hospital and
transferred to the psychiatric unit because she feeling
suicidal. *Name has been changed.
What Medical Justice is doing about it
• Casework – we have been sending doctors to see
the pregnant women, most of whom have been
released
• Access for independent midwives – After
challenging obstruction by UKBA’s private
contractor at Yarl’s Wood Immigration Removal
Centre (Serco), our volunteer midwife was finally
allowed in and has been doing a limited number of
assessments of pregnant women there who we are
assisting. A second midwife is preparing to start
visiting soon.
• Research – with medical evidence from casework,
we plan to publish a dossier next year. This dossier
will be used to raise awareness about the issue and
as a campaigning tool for organisations working to
end the detention of pregnant women. To
encourage collaboration between interested
organisations and mobilise maternal rights
activists, we held a public meeting at Garden Court
Chambers, which 91 medical professions, lawyers,
ex‐detainees and campaigners signed up for.
• Raising parliamentary awareness – we have been
getting parliamentary questions tabled and
briefing parliamentarians for debates they have
initiated on this topic, and feeding outcomes into
our research.
• Legal access – we are referring pregnant women in
detention to good lawyers. We are also identifying
women who were held in detention and may have
a claim for unlawful detention to a specialist civil
firm

Harm on removal
Still no investigations or Service Improvement Plan
from UKBA regarding our “Outsourcing Abuse”
dossier
In 2008 we published our report, “Outsourcing
Abuse”, on nearly 300 allegations of assault during
deportation including 48 highlighted cases‐studies.
Injuries included a punctured lung, a dislocated knee
and a broken finger. 42 of the deportees had
complained of having their breathing restricted and
some suffering neck injuries from having their head
pushed forward between their knees.
In March 2010, an independent investigation by
Baroness Nuala O’Loan, commissioned by the Home
Secretary, into the allegations in “Outsourcing Abuse”
was published. Baroness O’Loan recognised that the
use of control and restraint and the use of handcuffs
on this very vulnerable group of detainees has often
been disproportionate, unnecessary and
inappropriate. She did not agree with our finding of
“systemic abuse” but made 22 recommendations for
change.
"This report is a cover‐up. Baroness O' Loan has
cleverly played with language to claim there is no
evidence of 'systematic' abuse. But this is
because the incidents of abuse were so
widespread that it is not possible to discern a
system or a pattern. ...It is a damning verdict on
the inability of both the Home Office and the UK
Border Agency to ensure basic human rights for
immigration detainees, and to run a proper
independent inquiry." Diane Abbott MP

there had been no proper investigation of his
complaint or whether the force used against him was
lawful, necessary or proportionate. SK has
subsequently been granted indefinite leave to remain,
begging the question as to why he was detained in the
first place.
UKBA said there would be a Service Improvement Plan
regarding Lady O’Loan’s recommendations – Medical
Justice has never seen it and Lady O’Loan said she
hasn’t either.
Jimmy Mubenga’s death ‐ a tragedy waiting to
happen
In 2008 we warned in “Outsourcing Abuse” that
further abuses may happen. They did. In October
2010, Jimmy Mubenga died in front of British Airways
crew and passengers after being restrained by G4S
guards during an attempt to deport him to Angola.
Witnesses say that Jimmy complained repeatedly that
he could not breathe.
Jimmy and his wife had lived in the UK for 16 years
and all five of their children were born here. Police
were still considering whether to charge the three G4S
guards and bring charges of corporate manslaughter
against them/G4S?. Jimmy’s family is still waiting for
an investigation into the death.
Another death could happen any time ‐ continuing
the campaign
In June 2011 the Guardian reported that:
"A guard under investigation for the alleged
manslaughter of Angolan detainee Jimmy Mubenga
has used his Facebook page to post a mocking
photograph of two other men, assumed to be
detainees, on an aircraft."
In October 2011, on the anniversary of Jimmy's death,
Medical Justice joined his family and others at a vigil
outside the Crown Prosecution Service, calling for
charges to be brought against G4S. We participated in
the annual march of the United Friends and Family
Campaign, a coalition of families and friends of those
that have died in the custody.
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UKBA said there would be a thorough investigation,
where appropriate, into each of the 48 highlighted
cases in “Outsourcing Abuse”. This has still not
happened. One detainee waiting and hoping for an
investigation is SK who claims he was kicked and
stamped on during at attempt to remove him. He
suffered a collapsed lung. Baroness O’Loan found that

Since Jimmy’s death, G4S lost its contract to escort
people being deported to Reliance Security Task
Management (G4S still run a number of immigration
removal centres, and have been awarded new
contracts). But despite a change in service provider
allegations about the use of excessive force have
continued and detainees accounts are all too familiar ‐
sadly, Jimmy's death does not seem to have changed
deportation practices. Medical Justice volunteer
doctors continue to see deportation injuries.
"It was so painful. One of the escorts had his knee on
my chest, another sat on part of my neck and shoulder.
There was so much weight on me I couldn't even talk. I

was trying to move my body from side to side to free
myself but I couldn't. The one who was leaning on my
chest had his knee pushing down on me so hard that I
couldn't breathe. They were trying to tie up my legs.“
2011, Bienvenue Mbombo, who had been in the UK
for eight years and claimed he would be in danger if
deported to the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
UKBA deny any major problem exists and attack
those who highlight abuse ‐ yet in 2011 the depth of
UKBA’s and G4S’ knowledge was revealed, exposing
their levels of deceit
In response to “Outsourcing Abuse”, Lynne Homer
(Chief Exec at UKBA at the time) wrote in 2010 that
our motivation in reporting on allegations of abuse
was to “damage the reputation of our [UKBA’s]
contractors”, as distinct from highlighting alarming
trends. Yet it was suggested in subsequent newspaper
articles that UKBA were aware of some risks
themselves as they circulated a letter, headed
"positional asphyxia" (a form of suffocation caused
when people are placed in dangerous restraint holds)
to all G4S staff in 2006 after guards were spotted using
an unauthorised form of restraint. The letter warned
G4S that restraint techniques used by its guards
potentially impeded breathing and could result in a
fatality.

th

Guardian : 8 February 2011 – “Staff on deportation
flights played 'Russian roulette' with lives” ‐
Whistleblowers' dossier claims concerns over restraint
techniques used by G4S staff were ignored for years
…The documents reveal how G4S employees spent
several years raising concerns about the potentially
lethal methods being used on refused asylum seekers.
The most disturbing technique involved bending
deportees over in their seats and placing their head
between their legs. The procedure became known
within the company as "carpet karaoke" because it
would force detainees, struggling for breath, to shout
downwards toward the floor. … one guard felt
compelled to write to his manager, warning training
had to change "before there was a serious positional
asphyxiation incident resulting in a detainee's death".
… Frustrated that their complaints were not being
listened to, by the end of 2007 some G4S guards took
to writing to police, a local MP and the Home Office.
…. Several former G4S guards have independently told
the Guardian the reason deportees were subjected to
"carpet karaoke" was because in effect there was a
financial inducement to keep them quiet. … The week
after she left the company, senior G4S executives
were summoned before the home affairs select
committee to explain their procedures in the wake of
Mubenga's death. David Banks, group managing
director for G4S, denied there was a remuneration
structure that incentivised removals. He was asked by
the committee chair, Keith Vaz, if his staff had ever
complained about "any aspects of the removal
process". He replied: "I'm certainly not aware of any,
no."”
Home Affairs Committee report
th
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G4S were found being either less than truthful or less
nd
than knowledgeable during the 2 Nov 2010 oral
evidence session with the Home Affairs Committee
following the death of Jimmy Mubenga. G4S managers
giving evidence claimed that no employees had raised
concerns about the use of force during deportation,
yet a dossier of concerns that had been raised with
G4S management earlier was later submitted to the
committee by whistleblowers at G4S.
During the same hearing, G4S managers were
questioned about allegations of deportees’ heads
being pushed down. G4S claimed that this does not
happen, but committee members kept questioning
them. Keith Vaz MP asked “you are absolutely clear‐on
no removal of a person from the United Kingdom on
an aircraft‐the only way you restrain them is by lifting
their head up, not pushing their head down?”. G4S
responded “That is our procedures, yes.”

On 6 Jan 2012 the Home Affairs Committee
published their report "Rules governing enforced
removals from the UK". Medical Justice were not
aware that this report was being published. The
Committee called Lynne Homer (Chief Exec at UKBA at
the time) and a couple of senior managers at G4S back
in November 2010, in the wake of Jimmy Mubenga’s
death, and we wonder if this report is the result. We
are not sure if it was the “inquiry” that Keith Vaz MP
(head of the Committee) promised to Jimmy
Mubenga’s widow at the 26th Nov 2010 parliamentary
meeting that Medical Justice held ‐ he spoke about
how the Committee was seeking evidence from G4S
about how it conducts removals and wanted to hear
from people who were on the plane with Jimmy. He
reassured the family, 'we will not just pick up the issue
and drop it'. If this is the result, it is far from what we
were expecting ; with only UKBA and G4S witnesses
called, the investigation was limited. We don’t know
why it took the Committee so long to publish the
report.
However, there were some useful findings, including ;
• "Although the Agency and its contractors deny that
head‐down restraint positions are used, the
O’Loan Report noted that “under current Control
and Restraint techniques a person's head will be

held down to prevent them from biting”, and
Outsourcing Abuse describes several incidents in
which detainees claim to have been restrained
with their heads held down or with their bodies
bent forwards. It is difficult to believe that all
these accounts are complete fabrications. “
• “Equally troubling is the denials by G4S
management that such techniques are ever used
..... We are not persuaded that head‐down
restraint positions are never used, even though
they are not authorised".
• "The number of incidents recorded in Outsourcing
Abuse, together with the findings of the O’Loan
Review, suggest that the scale of the problem is
likely to be much greater than the number of
complaints would suggest.”
• “We accept Baroness O’Loan’s finding that there is
no evidence of systematic abuse rather, it suggests
a significant number of isolated incidents."
Ignored warnings include ;
2004 – Medical Foundation for the Care of Victims of
Torture’s “Harm on removal” report – there had been
“excessive and gratuitous force” used in 12 out of 16
cases studied.
2008 – Medical Justice’s “Outsourcing Abuse” dossier
– nearly 300 cases documented.
2008 ‐ Complaints Audit Committee : Before the Home
Office’s disbanded it, their own Complaints Audit
Committee’s last report said that there were “endemic
and enlarging problems” in misconduct investigations,

that 79% of serious misconduct complainants were
not interviewed and 65% of responses to them were
“not defensible”.
2009 ‐ HM Inspector of Prisons’ themed report
“Escorts & Removals” noting alleged abusive
treatment, detainees self‐harming, a lack of proper
medical attention, aggressiveness and “posturing and
interference” by escorts, and a “swift resort” to use of
force, that in many cases the use of force led to
abandonment or a removal and heightened the risk of
ill‐treatment or abuse.
2010 – Baroness O’Loan’s “Report to the United
Kingdom Border Agency on 'Outsourcing Abuse'” –
called for the use of head‐down restraint positions by
contractors or a failure to challenge their use should
be grounds for dismissal, and more comprehensive
documentation and more detailed logging of medical
conditions of detainees, particularly since restraint
techniques may exacerbate underlying medical
conditions.
2011 – Amnesty International’s “Out of Control: The
case for a complete overhaul of enforced removals by
private contractors” report (Medical Justice supplied
the casestudies)
2011 – INQUEST’s “Briefing on the death of Jimmy
Mubenga : The restraint‐related death of Jimmy
Mubenga during
deportation by a private security firm: the call for a
parliamentary inquiry and scrutiny by human rights
mechanisms “
Jan 2012 ‐ Home Affairs Committee’s “Rules governing
enforced removals from the UK” (see above)

Deaths, near‐death incidents, “inhuman and degrading” treatment
Lethal conditions in immigration detention
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The UK Border Agency has disregarded many warnings
that conditions for which they are responsible can be
lethal, including our dossier of hundreds of assault
allegations and resulting injuries that our volunteer
doctors have documented. Jimmy Mubenga died in
2010 in front of British Airways crew and passengers
after being restrained during an attempt to deport
him.
We have also documented hundreds of cases of
disturbingly inadequate healthcare provision in
detention including an alarming number of near‐death
incidents. Some detainees have suffered permanent
damage, some life threatening.

treatment in breach of article 3 of the European
Convention on Human Rights. One ruling revealed that
UKBA continued the detention of one man despite
their own healthcare contractor declaring him unfit to
be detained. UKBA’s apparent indifference left this
man on the verge of death. UKBA wilfully gambled
with his life, fully aware of the risks. They proved
incapable of monitoring his health, but were ready to
manage his death, concerning themselves with
handling press interest should he die.
It is a real possibility that what our organisations have
seen is the tip of the iceberg. Few detainees get to
legally challenge how they were treated. Many of the
relatively few legal cases get settled out of court by
UKBA with no judgment in the public domain.
In many cases of deaths in immigration detention,
there are few witnesses willing to speak out or family
members to demand information from UKBA and to
keep a campaign in the spotlight.
The deaths will be investigated by the police and the
Prison & Probation Ombudsman, and there will be
inquests, but it will happen slowly and over different
periods of time for each case. Many of the near‐death
incidents will never be subject to independent
investigation.
The treatment of two detainees that Medical Justice
have assisted amounted to “inhuman and degrading”;

Medical Justice volunteer doctors review a detainee’s
medical records and discuss how to challenge
inadequate healthcare provision.
We are not aware of any action UKBA have taken that
will prevent further abuse, injury and death. We are
concerned that three immigration detainees died in
one month this summer. We fear the lack of
parliamentary and media interest may lead UKBA to
feel impervious.
In July 2011 a detainee's cell‐mate used the
emergency button in their locked cell 10 times in a
frantic effort to get help for the detainee (Muhammed
Shuket) who was groaning in agony, complaining of
very bad chest pains, and who was disbelieved by a
guard and nurse until it was too late. He died.
The High Court has ruled twice in 2011 that the
detention of two severely mentally ill people at one
detention centre amounted to inhuman or degrading

S ‐ High Court rules that UKBA subjected a man
suffering from mental illness to inhuman or
degrading treatment
August 2011 : A man with severe mental illness was
unlawfully locked up in a UK detention centre for five
months and subjected to inhuman or degrading
treatment, according to a high court ruling. Judge
David Elvin said: "S's pre‐existing mental condition was
both triggered and exacerbated by detention and that
involved both a debasement and humiliation of S since
it showed a serious lack of respect for his human
dignity.” It is thought that this ruling is the first to find
that inhuman and degrading treatment has taken
place in any British institution.
BA ‐ High Court severely critical of detention of man
suffering from mental illness at Harmmondsworth
October 2011 : The High Court ruled that UKBA had
unlawfully detained a man with severe mental illness
for more than three months and that the
circumstances of his detention at Harmondsworth IRC
for one month amounted to inhuman or degrading
treatment in breach of article 3 of the European
Convention on Human Rights.
BA had been hospitalised a number of times. A
Medical Justice doctor observed that he had a history
of stress induced psychosis and was showing signs of

relapse, including anxiety, depression and signs of
psychosis. He was later assessed by a consultant
psychiatrist working with Medical Justice who stated
that BA required urgent psychiatric treatment outside
of immigration detention and warned that continued
detention carried “a real risk that he could die”.

with this man's life, fully aware of the risks. They
proved incapable of monitoring his health, but were
ready to manage his death. Their private healthcare
provider contractor said they would draw up an end of
life care plan and UKBA concerned itself with press
interest.”

Healthcare staff at Harmondsworth repeatedly
informed UKBA that BA was not fit to be detained.
Subsequently the healthcare manager considered that
BA could die imminently and was preparing “an end of
life care plan” for him.

Medical Justice questions UKBA’s willingness and
ability to learn lessons.
In November 2011, Medical Justice met with UKBA
staff responsible for policy on immigration detention
regarding safeguards concerning vulnerable detainees,
including torture victims, the mentally ill, and those at
risk of suicide and self harm. UKBA said they were
unaware of the above‐mentioned High Court
judgments that the detention of two men had
breached Article 3 at Harmondsworth, where there
have been six suicides.

Despite all of the information UKBA had about BA,
David Wood, the Director of Criminality and Detention
at UKBA, maintained BA’s detention on two separate
when he was asked by junior officials to consider
authorising release. Philip Schoenenberger, assistant
director of UKBA’s detention services, stated at one
point “…on our Monday conference call, we will
discuss informing the RRT as there will be significant
press interest if he does subsequently pass away. We
have made sure that healthcare are keeping good and
accurate details of his care and this record will be
available to the [Prisons and Probation Ombudsman]
should he die.”
BA was later transferred to Hillingdon Hospital, where
he improved. Hospital staff warned that BA would be
likely to deteriorate if he returned to detention but
despite the clear medical advice, UKBA returned BA to
Harmondsworth, in breach of a court order.
Elisabeth Laing QC, sitting as a Deputy High Court
Judge, said: “In my judgment there was a deplorable
failure, from the outset, by those responsible for BA’s
detention to recognise the nature and extent of BA’s
illness…. The documents disclosed by the Secretary of
State have also shown, on one occasion, a callous
indifference to BA’s plight...”
Jed Pennington of Bhatt Murphy solicitors, solicitor for
BA said: “UKBA’s apparent indifference to my client’s
plight left him on the verge of death. … After the
judgment in S in August this year…, we urged the
minister to conduct a fundamental review into how
mentally ill people are treated in the immigration
detention estate. We are not aware that any such
review has taken place and this case shows that
lessons are not being learned.”
Theresa Schleicher, Casework Manager at Medical
Justice, said: "The UK Border Agency wilfully gambled

They also said they were not aware that their private
contractor at Campsfield House had conducted an
internal investigation into the suicide there this
summer.
When we met with them again in January 2012, these
same UKBA policy staff had not found time to read the
judgments.
Medical Justice public meeting : "Lethal detention
and deportation conditions" hosted by Jeremy
Corbyn MP
This meeting at Portcullis House was hosted by Jeremy
th
Corbyn MP on 28 November 2011 to discuss what we
can do to prevent further injury and death. The
meeting examined the efficacy of parliament's ability
to monitor and control UKBA and its contractors, for
whom they are ultimately accountable.
We called on the Home Affairs Select Committee for
an adequately resourced inquiry into the lethal and
inhuman and degrading conditions of detention and
deportation, and for (ex)detainees who have been
subjected to them to be actively involved in
questioning UKBA and its contractors. We asked that
they try hard to find a way to ensure witnesses from
UKBA, its contractors and the Immigration Minister
are effectively compelled to come and give evidence.
Also, that the committee uses experts advisers – e.g.
ex‐detainees, doctors and lawyers. The Home Affairs
Select Committee, as far as we are aware, have so far
made no progress on this.

Detained & Denied
• The government is willing to deport people who
may die within a few years as a consequence of
that resistance.
"The UK Border Agency claims that healthcare in its
centres is equivalent to that in the NHS, but the report
shows that being in detention leads to a situation in
which these patients cannot access proper medical
care. In the case of HIV, this is a threat to the patients'
lives. HIV‐positive people should therefore be released
and properly cared for."
Dr Indrajit Ghosh, a GP and HIV specialist who visited
a number of detainees included in the study
“The clinical care in detention centres is currently so
poor that it is a dangerous place for someone with HIV.
Health and wellbeing is affected and lives are even
being shortened. That is unacceptable.”
Jenny Willott MP

In March 2011 we published a dossier, "Detained &
Denied: The clinical care of immigration detainees
living with HIV", which revealed that most HIV+
immigration detainees helped by Medical Justice have
been denied life‐saving medication in detention.
“Detained & Denied”, the first ever comprehensive
analysis of the treatment of HIV+ immigration
detainees in the UK, draws on medical evidence from
8 independent clinicians who assessed the detainees.
Many of the 35 men, women and children studied are
torture survivors from countries where rape is used as
a weapon of war.
“Detained & Denied” exposes that the British
government treats HIV+ detainees’ health beneath
contempt ;
• 60% suffered disruptions in their medication due
to their detention and many developed resistance
to their drugs
• 77% were deported with little or no medication ‐
without these drugs they may die within a few
years, leaving their children orphans in a country
some of them have never been to before.
• The government may well have shortened
detainees’ lives and prematurely orphaned
children
• The process of detaining people who are HIV+
inherently puts them at risk
• The denial of medication has in some cases meant
that detainees developed drug resistance,
necessitating more complex drug combinations,
which are rarely available in many countries

“The research highlights the way people like me are
not treated like human beings in detention. ... I was
scared that I was going to die in Yarl’s Wood when
they refused to give my medication. It was as if they
were turning off my life support machine.”
“Mary”, HIV+ ex‐detainee (name changed to preserve
anonymity)
"We provide primary healthcare facilities in all
immigration removal centres which are equivalent to
those available in the community.”
Director of detention services, UK Border Agency –
20/03/11
"Nobody is denied access to necessary treatment or
medication whilst detained".
Lord Attlee ‐ 2 March 2011
Medical Justice intervened in the Court of Appeal ‐
“Detained & Denied” report formed part of our
evidence
The case was MD (Angola) ; a challenge by three HIV+
(ex)detainees who Medical Justice had assisted. They
were seeking to have their detention ruled unlawful
because of failure to treat them properly.
The well‐attended launch of “Detained & Denied” was
nd
hosted on 22 March 2011 at Doughty Street
Chambers by Alison Pickup, the barrister who acted,
pro‐bono, for Medical Justice in its intervention in the
Court of Appeal.
The speakers were Jeremy Corbyn MP, Lisa Power
(Policy Director, Terrence Higgins Trust), Jon Burnett
(author of “Detained & Denied”), Dr. Jane Anderson
(British HIV Association), and “Mary” (an ex‐detainee).
The discussion was valuable, bringing medics from the
HIV world together with lawyers. The National Aids
Trust (NAT) had written to the Immigration Minister
calling for an investigation into the care of HIV+
detainees. Hillingdon hospital HIV clinic had done an

audit of the cases they have seen and concluded that
none had 3 months of medication with them when
they were removed. The HIV clinic staff shared their
distress at UKBA putting bars on their windows in the
hospital – as a result, a subsequent Guardian article
was published : "Immigration officials have turned HIV
patients into prisoners, claims hospital". The HIV clinic
staff have been citing ‘Detained & Denied’ in their
presentations.
The launch of ‘Detained & Denied’ which engaged all
of Medical Justice’s key competencies ; casework (the
35 cases the dossier was based on), audit & research
(the dossier itself), litigation (intervention in the Court
of Appeal), campaigning through media (Independent
on Sunday article) and mobilising medical

professionals (the National Aid Trust, Hillingdon
Hospital GUM clinic, and others, are using the dossier
to lobby for change).
We thank Jon Burnett, who wrote the report, and to
Eden Fesahaye, Anna Stopes and Aidan Griffin for their
contributions. We also thank Adam Hundt, Indrajit
Ghosh and Christine Hogg for editing.
UKBA tried to deport an HIV+ pregnant mother who
had been given less than a month's medication even
though it is critical that treatment is not interrupted
during pregnancy, to avoid a newborn child becoming
infected.

Independent on Sunday article covering “Detained & Denied” publication.

Rule 35 / Detention of torture survivors
policy discussions with UKBA, and raising public and
parliamentary awareness. There have been many
criticisms of UKBA’s inability to implement Rule 35 by
HM Inspector of Prisons as well as a string of highly
critical legal judgments since 2006.

Photo above : Volunteer doctor, Lara Wood,
reviews detainees’ Rule 35 reports on scars of
torture. 2011.
Rule 35 is the only safeguard UKBA has to ensure
vulnerable people, including torture survivors, are
not routinely detained. Rule 35 requires detention
centre doctors to generate a report on “any
detained person whose health is likely to be
injuriously affected by continued detention”. UKBA
should then undertake a review and only continue
detention in “exceptional circumstances”.
Many torture survivors we see have suffered
arbitrary and indefinite detention, without charge,
trial, or judicial oversight in their country. They
sought protection in the UK but found themselves
subjected to arbitrary and indefinite detention,
without charge, trial, or judicial oversight in the UK.
This can retraumatise a torture survivor.
UKBA and those operating the immigration removal
centres frequently do not implement Rule 35 properly
; torture survivors are routinely detained. They
commonly go on hunger strike, self‐harm, experience
suicidal thoughts or attempt suicide, and some have
been hospitalised.
“Rule 35 failings can lead to torture survivors being
deported. On arrival in their country, some have been
detained and tortured for a second time. A few make
it back to the UK, and on arrival get detained yet
again. Reading medico‐legal reports distinguishing
new scars of torture from the older scars of torture
makes me despair.”
Theresa Schleicher, Casework Manager, Medical
Justice
Ever since it was formed in 2005, Medical Justice has
been campaigning to ensure R35 is properly
implemented by those responsible. We and others
have been lobbying on this issue for years, having

UKBA did finally carry out an audit of Rule 35 cases in
2007, but did not publish the results, finally saying in
2010 that the data had been lost. The results of a
second audit were finally published in March 2011,
more than a year after the audit had concluded. The
audit revealed that Rule 35 reports were delayed in
most cases and some reports were simply ignored
altogether. Where Rule 35 reports were considered,
91% of detainees were not released. No analysis of the
content of the reports, or the quality of the detention
review, or the assessment of medical evidence, or
anything of any substance was provided in the audit.
Without this information, the audit is essentially
redundant and demonstrates how little the UKBA
understands the extent to which its systems are
failing. UKBA admit their practices “require
considerable sharpening”.
However, UKBA deny any systemic failures and have
been dismissive of examples of Rule 35 cases we have
put before them in attempts to demonstrate that the
failures are systemic in nature. When we highlighted 5
cases of Rule 35 failures seen by one doctor alone in
one day’s detention visits, David Wood, UKBA
Strategic Director, said “You will appreciate that it
would be inappropriate of me to comment to you on
the specific cases you have raised.” This typical
response from UKBA leaves us with the impression
that discussion with them on this issue is of limited
use.
We felt that we had no alternative than to start to
litigate – our lawyers sent a letter before claim to
UKBA in April 2011. This did have the effect of UKBA
devoting the next stakeholders’ quarterly meeting (the
Detention Users Group – DUG) to Rule 35 issues in
June 2011. At this meeting, UKBA undertook to
improve by redrafting a Rule 35 pro forma, the
relevant Detention Services Order and Asylum Policy
Instruction, and to introduce a new training regime for
UKBA and detention centre staff, by August 2011.
Also, to conduct another audit to analyse outcomes
three months later.
In response, we suspended our legal proceedings and
engaged in a number of meetings with UKBA. We
responded to consultation exercises on the policy
documents, but UKBA refused to incorporate key
suggestions by Medical Justice and other stakeholders.
UKBA missed their August 2011 deadline for the new
policy documents and training. They reset and then
missed several deadlines since and did not fulfill on
any of the promised deliverables. It transpired at the
th
16 Jan 2012 DUG meeting that UKBA could not say
when the new policy documents and training would

be ready, and were unable to offer any particular
reason, but did repeat “we are where we are” several
times. Previously DUG meetings were quarterly but
they have been continuously rescheduled by UKBA
since January 2012 – there hasn’t been one since.
Natasha, our researcher, started work on examining
100 cases of detained torture victims that Medical
Justice had assisted in the previous year, with a view

to publish a dossier on Rule 35 failures. Natasha has
been assisted by Dr Lara Wood, Amrit Bachu and
Carter Newman, to whom we are very grateful.
[Note : This dossier was published in May 2012 and on
the same day, 5 detainees launched judicial reviews,
which were lined, challenging how Rule 35 was
implemented .]

Transfer of Healthcare Commissioning to the NHS
recommended that healthcare be commissioned by
the NHS. In January 2012 UKBA wrote "Preparation
has started and there is to be a two‐year transitional
period during which the commissioning arrangements
will transfer to the NHS. Work will begin in April 2012
in 2 x 12 month tranches. Northern Ireland and
Scotland are not covered, although UKBA will enter
into discussions with the devolved administrations
once work in England has started."

Photo : SOAS Detainee Support Group members at
the Medical Justice Festive Dinner, December 2011.
Ever since it was established in 2005, Medical Justice
has lobbied for the provision of healthcare in
immigration removal centres (IRCs) to be transferred
to the NHS. In 2006, the Chief Inspector of Prisons

Medical Justice has not had any other info from UKBA
on what "transfer of commissioning" will actually
mean in practice, including if the Department of
Health will simply commission the same private
companies who are currently under contract to
provide healthcare. We hope greater NHS
involvement will result in improvements.

Stakeholder group shut down by UKBA

Dr Teresa Wozniak received an award at the Medical
Justice event December 2011.

In a concerning move, in April 2011 UKBA shut down
the Detention User's Group (DUG) which Medical
Justice participated in. UKBA set up the Detention &
Escorting Forum (DEF). Medical Justice decided not to
join DEF as the Terms of Reference were
unacceptable. For example, the terms stipulate:
“Members will work collaboratively to help [UKBA]
Detention Services achieve its aims” and “inform
Detention Services of any work or research intended
for publication they are either participating in or are
commissioning with regards to immigration detention
and escorting”. There were only three organisations
who participated in the first DEF meeting ‐ an
Independent Monitoring Board (appointed by the
Home Secretary), Hibiscus (a charity that works with
women prisoners) and AVID (Association of Visitor to
Immigration Detainees). Curiously, the DUG Medical
Sub‐Group was not shut down and we continue to
attend those meetings with UKBA.

Litigation
Photo: Justin Leslie,
barrister, Medical
Justice trustee.
Medical Justice’s
litigation work
continues to grow.
Last year we were
primarily concerned
with our challenge to
the zero‐notice policy,
which allowed UKBA
to give no notice
before removing
certain people. This
was an important
case on many levels
and we successfully
challenged the policy as it was held to have an
inherent risk of injustice.
Following on the from zero‐notice case, this year we
diversified our approach to litigation as we have
embedded the use of litigation as part of Medical
Justice’s overall approach to campaigning.
The prime example of this is our on‐going work
concerning the failures around rule 35 of the
Detention Centre Rules 2001. As will be apparent from
other parts of this annual report, this issue has been a
key focus for us over the last year and we have been
applying pressure on every front. This includes
litigation – and we planned to launch legal
proceedings against the Home Office on the same day
that we publish our “Second Torture” report. The
purpose of the litigation will be to seek an order that
rule 35 should be implemented properly. We are at an
early stage in the legal proceedings, and we know that
the Home Office will fight this case tooth‐and‐nail.
However, this is an excellent illustration of how
Medical Justice can coordinate the various tools that
are available to pursue our campaign objectives. I
hope to write about the success of this case next year!
Another key area that we are developing into is
intervening in legal cases that raise issues of
importance to Medical Justice. We do this by applying
to the court to allow us to provide evidence and make
arguments based on our experiences and expertise of
healthcare in detention centres. The first example of
this was a case called MD (Angola)2, which concerned
the mistreatment of three men with HIV in detention.
This coincided with the publication of our report
“Detained and Denied”.
We also provide witness statements for detainees.
which stand as evidence in legal cases and help
detainees strengthen their claims. For instance, we
are providing a witness statement in the case of HA
(Nigeria), which concerns the mistreatment of a man

with mental illness. The man – who should not have
been detained at all – was transferred between
hospital and detention centers several times,
exacerbating his symptoms. It is argued that this
amounts to a breach of Article 3 of the European
Convention of Human Rights, which prohibits inhuman
and degrading treatment. It is also argued that the
relevant detention policy – which has been changed to
allow people with mental illness to be detained if they
could be satisfactorily managed in detention – is
unlawful.
Such activities are an excellent way at getting Medical
Justice’s expertise to be considered by the courts
because we are able to present our evidence in
important cases without having to be a party to
proceedings. This means that the risks and costs are
much lower. We are very lucky to be able to call on
high quality lawyers who are willing to work pro bono,
whilst the risk of being made to pay the costs of the
Home Office is extremely low.
A further way in which we are developing our legal
potential is through the use Medical Justice’s data‐
system. A common request from solicitors is
information about how many detainees in certain
categories have been treated in certain ways.
Previously, the only way to calculate such figures was
manually working through case files which is a time
consuming and laborious process. The introduction of
our case management system allows this process to
be done much more quickly as Medical Justice’s cases
are uploaded and include all the relevant details that
can assist with legal cases. For instance, we may want
to know whether a certain ethnic group has been
unfairly disadvantaged by the introduction of a new
policy. Our data system allows us to pull all of the
relevant information quickly and easily. This will help
us be more nimble and effective with our litigation
work in the future.

Photo : from left to right : Ravi Low‐Beer from Public
Law Project, Sonal Ghelani from the Migrant Law
Project, Dinah Rose QC (Blackstone chambers),
Charlotte Kilroy (Dought Street chambers).
This work is overseen within Medical Justice by its
Strategic Litigation Group. We meet on a regular basis
to discuss future and on‐going work. On behalf of the
group, I would like to thank the following lawyers who

have supported our work, usually without
recompense: Ravi Low‐Beer (Public Law Project), Sonal
Ghelani (Migrants’ Law Project), Jed Pennington (Bhatt
Murphy) and Sue Willman (Pierce Glynn).
Medical Justice is maturing as an organisation. Our
legal work illustrates this point well. We are becoming
more adept at using the many legal options available

to us to further our aims and help our clients. We are
increasingly aware of how legal action, or even just
the threat of legal action, can be used to progress
important issues and hold the Home Office to account
for UKBA’s failings. Long may this continue.
Justin Leslie
Strategic Litigation Group Lead

Medics training
Basics training day ‐ for those who are new to this
field.
“Shadow visit” – an opportunity for medics who have
never done a detention visit before to “shadow” a
medic who is experienced in conducting visits and
assessments.
Saturday/Sunday afternoon tutorial ‐ for a small
number of medics shortly before or after a detention
visit

Ex‐detainee joins the doctor who visited him in
detention at the Medical Justice doctors training
day 25th June 2011.
128 places were booked by 97 doctors, nurses,
midwives and psychologists at Medical Justice medics
st
training events in our financial year (1 February 2011
st
to 31 January 2012).
Medical Justice is the only UK organisation that
regularly sends independent doctors and other health
professionals into immigration removal centres to
provide Medico‐legal reports for detainees and
challenge the inadequate health care provision to
detainees. Our training is therefore unique and
provided by recognised experts in the field.
Ex‐detainees help with medics training days
Ali Kheradnejad joined us for a training day in 2010.
Ali was detained in Harmondsworth detention in 2009
after he fled Iran and claimed asylum in the UK. Ali
had been involved in demonstrations in Iran and he
still has marks from where he was beaten in prison. He
was detained on arrival to the UK.
Ali’s asylum claim was refused. He went on hunger
strike. Medical Justice sent Dr Charmian Goldwyn in to
see Ali. She did a medico‐legal report which helped Ali
get refugee status. Now Ali helps at Medical Justice
training days, talking to new doctors considering
making their first visit into a detention centre.
Regular Medical Justice training events
Medical Justice works as a support network ‐ there is
friendly, helpful advice available from other doctors,
lawyers, our staff, including our Clinical Advisor. We
have trained over 250 medics. Our training includes

Advanced training day ‐ for medics who have done
one or more shadow visits plus one or more
assessments of detainees. Trainers include doctors,
barristers, ex‐detainees and Medical Justice staff.
Medics coffee evening ‐ attended by medics of varying
experience in terms of detention visits
Evening seminars held in conjunction with law firms
on specialist subjects ‐ e.g. for psychiatrists writing
medico‐legal reports for cases on mental health, and
for GPs writing medico‐legal reports that touch on
psychological issues.
Difficult cases peer discussion group ‐ held by the
Medical Justice Clinical Advisor
st

Medics training events in financial year (1 February
st
2011 to 31 January 2012) ;
th

15 March 2011 : Medics coffee evening
Doctors experienced in detention visits, together with
staff, met with 7 doctors who had participated in a
training day and been on “shadow visits” to informally
chat about the challenges and methods of working for
change.
th

30 March 2011 : Seminar on MLR writing at Matrix
chambers
20 health professionals and other clinicians
participated who mostly already had some training in
and experience of medico‐legal report writing. It was
an evening seminar, organised by Medical Justice, led
by lawyers experienced in using medical reports in
immigration matters, including Roberta Haslam
(solicitor), Samantha Knights (barrister), Rachel Logan
(barrister), Muhunthan Paramesvaran (solicitor),
Elizabeth Prochaska (barrister) and Adam Sandell
(barrister and GP). Feedback on “Best bits” included ;
“Format excellent”, “Chance to meet other
psychiatrists working in this area”, “Advice from

practising lawyers – access to their experience”,
“More please” and “Please hold regular sessions –
really useful”.
th

16 April 2011 : Medical Justice Medics Training Day
23 doctors participated in the full‐day training event.
Feedback on “Best bits” included ; “Really informative
day, excellently organized + inspiring. Well prepared
material. Food was amazing – thank you !”, “It was all
fantastic, really inspiring”; “Covered a lot but all info
was reinforced / reflected on throughout the day –
very memorable. Info all pitched at right level for
range of experience of participants” and “Inspiring and
knowledgeable speakers”.
st

31 May 2011 : Seminar at Marx Chambers for non‐
psychiatric physicians covering PTSD in MLRs
17 health professionals participated in this evening
seminar organised by Medical Justice at Matrix
Chambers. The main speaker was Dr Eileen Walsh, a
clinical psychologist working in the Refugee Team at
the Traumatic Stress Clinic, who is an expert on PTSD
and is an experienced MLR writer. A discussion was
led by Adam Sandell, who is a GP and also a barrister,
and experienced in using medical reports in
immigration matters.

Doctors and lawyers combine forces ‐ Medical Justice
th
seminar at Matrix Chambers, 30 March 2011
th

9 June 2011 : Doctor’s Coffee Evening
7 doctors came to another evening chat in a relaxed
setting about challenging inadequate healthcare in
detention. Most of the new doctors then came to the
next medics training day.
th

11 June 2011 : Tutorial with Dr Charmian Goldwyn
for doctors making their first detention visits
6 health professionals participated in this tutorial
which provided some of the practical tools needed to
do their first visits to detention centres.
th

25 June 2011 : Training Day
11 doctors participated in this full‐day training.

th

18 September 2011 – Medical Justice Training Day
18 health professions attended. Sessions were led by
staff, a clinical psychologist, a GP, a barrister, a
solicitor and an ex‐detainee.
th

17 October 2011 : Doctors coffee evening
8 doctors came to another evening chat in a relaxed
setting about challenging inadequate healthcare in
detention.
th

5 November 2011 : Tutorial with Dr Charmian
Godwyn for doctors making their first detention visits
11 participants discussed the practicalities of getting
into detention centres and doing assessments.
th

12 December 2011 : Medical Justice Medics Coffee
Evening
6 doctors came to another evening chat in a relaxed
setting about challenging inadequate healthcare in
detention.
th

13 December 2011 : Seminar for psychiatrists
writing MLRs in unlawful detention proceedings
15 psychiatrists and psychologists attended this
seminar organised by Medical Justice at Garden Court
Chambers, with Stephanie Harrison (barrister) and in
conjunction with Bhatt Murphy Solicitors. Additionally
to the training, outcomes included a joint letter by the
participants to the Royal College of Psychiatrists
demanding they take some form of action regarding
two high court judgments ruling that the treatment of
two mentally ill detainees at Harmondsworth IRC was
inhuman and degrading.
“In our opinion it should also alert the Royal College of
Psychiatrists to take how UKBA decides to detain
mentally ill people and psychiatric care within the IRCs
extremely seriously. It is the opinion of the signatories
that the substandard decision making and care high‐
lighted by these two cases [article 3 breaches] ought
not to be seen as isolated incidents, but as indicative
of the widespread ignorance of the damaging effects
of detention on people with mental illness by UKBA
officials and inadequate provision of psychiatric care
within IRCs. It is also our opinion that neither the
Secretary of State nor UKBA have yet heeded Elizabeth
Laing QC’s call to ‘confront this issue at the outset’ and
that the Royal College of Psychiatrists should call upon
the authorities responsible (UKBA and Secretary of
State) to improve the standard of care delivered."
st

21 Jan. 2012 : Medical Justice Medics Training day
17 health professions attended this full‐day training.

Medical Justice public meetings
introduced his film, “Fit to Fly?”, which provides a 10
minute summary of the need for Medical Justice, its
work and its doctors. Representatives of the newly
formed Ex‐detainee Committee spoke about the
committee’s planned activities and encouraged other
ex‐detainees to get involved.
th

28 November 2011 : "Lethal detention and
deportation conditions" hosted by Jeremy Corbyn
MP
This meeting at Portcullis House discussed what we
can do to prevent further injury and death. We called
for an adequately resourced inquiry into the lethal and
inhuman and degrading conditions of detention and
deportation, and for (ex)detainees who have been
subjected to them to be actively involved in
questioning UKBA and its contractors. Speakers were
Mr WS (ex‐detainee), Dr Ben Robinson (trustee,
Medical Justice), Mark Scott (Bhatt Murphy Solicitors),
Adrienne Makenda Kambana (widow of Jimmy
Mubenga), Deborah Coles (INQUEST) and Harmit
Athwal (Institute of Race Relations)
th

Photo above : Alex Goodman, Medical Justice trustee

5 December 2011 ‐ Medical Justice 2011 Festive
Dinner and Awards Ceremony
Hosted by the Medical Justice Ex‐detainees Committee
who presented awards to doctors, lawyers,
befrienders and others.

nd

March 2011 : Medical Justice research report
22
launch at Doughty Street Chambers
"Detained and Denied: The clinical care of immigration
detainees living with HIV"
th

28 July 2011 : Seminar at Garden Court Chambers
“Immigration Detention after WL and SK:
opportunities and threats” – Two Supreme Court
judgments were discussed, including what they mean
for immigration detainees and what work remains to
be done. The Chair was Alexander Goodman (Medical
Justice trustee – see photo above), who was the
barrister for WL and SK. Speakers were Michael
Fordham QC, barrister for Bail for Immigration
Detainees (BID) who intervened in the case, Pierre
Makhlouf (Assistant Director, BID) and Theresa
Schleicher, (Medical Justice Casework Manager), and
Khuluza Mlotshwa (ex‐detainee).
th

7 September 2011 “ Medical Justice Annual Review
at Garden Court Chambers
“Engagement and Core Values” speech by Frances
Webber and screening of the “Fit to Fly ?” film ‐
Barrister Frances Webber examined the vexed
question of when, if and how we should engage with
statutory bodies and whether it is possible to do so
without jeopardising the principles which led us to get
involved in this work in the first place. Martin Freeth

Didier awards Dr Chris Bird : “Being in detention after
the Home Office mishandling my case was a
nightmare. But meeting Dr Christopher Bird in
Campsfield House I.RC. referred by Medical Justice
was a life saving. He put what was wrong right by a
Medico‐Legal Report. At that time I was seeing the
light under the tunnel. I would like to give this award
to Dr Chris Bird, because from him, I was released and
since then my life starting having sense with the
support of Medical Justice.” Didier N'kissi Mavoungou
Launched March 2011 ‐ "Fit to fly" : a short film
about how doctors can help Medical Justice
This 10 minute film was made by volunteer Martin
Freeth. The film features Dr Jonathan Fluxman (Chair
or Medical Justice) describing the medical conditions
of a Togolese political activist called "Lucy" who is a
torture survivor. Oliver describes how he suffers from
sick cell disease and has been shunted between
detention centres, airports and hospitals during 17
attempts to deport him. Please watch the film and
forward the link
(http://www.mfreeth.com/movies/100.html) on to
friends and colleagues.

Staff
Natasha Tsanarides joined Medical Justice in March
2011 as our researcher. She joins us with solid
academic and practical experience. Amongst her
qualifications is an MSc in Violence, Conflict and
Development School from the Oriental and African
Studies. She most recently worked as a Project
Manager at the Immigration Law Practitioners
Association (ILPA), and previously at the Immigration
Advisory Service (IAS). At IAS Natasha managed a
research and training programme that sought to
improve the use of country information and wrote the
influential ‘Refugee Roulette’ report, a research‐based
critique of the use of Country of Origin data.

Dr Helen McColl was selected in January 2012 as our
first part‐time Clinical Advisor (2 days a week). Helen
is a consultant psychiatrist with a background in public
health and human rights. She has worked as a clinician
in dynamic mental health teams in the UK and
internationally for Non Governmental Organisations.
In addition to clinical psychiatry, Helen’s active
interests are in education, refugee health and HIV.
Helen has worked with the Medical Foundation, the
International Rehabilitation Council for Torture
Victims (IRCT) in Copenhagen, and Medecins Sans
Frontieres in Nairobi.

Thank You’s
Staff
Emma Mlotshwa (nee Ginn), Theresa Schleicher,
Emma Stevens, Natasha Tsangarides, Dr Helen McColl.

th

Photo : ex‐detainees at 18 anniversary of
th
Campsfield IRC, 26 Nov 2011
Medical Justice partners in 2011, including
Yarl’s Wood Befrienders, Bail for Immigration
Detainees, Refugee Council, Detention Action, Gatwick
Detainee Welfare Group, Asylum Welcome, Asylum
Aid, the Refugee Children’s Consortium, Crossroads
Women’s Centre, the Institute of Race Relations, the
National Coalition of Anti‐deportation Campaigns,
SOAS Detainee Support Group, MIND, Medact, the
Helen Bamber Foundation, the Medical Foundation for
care of victims of torture, Medecins du Monde,
Medsin, Immigration law Practitioners Association,
INQUEST, Bhatt Murphy Solicitors, Birnberg Peirce &
Partners, Fadiga & Co, Bindmans Solicitors, Pierce
Glynn Solicitors, Sutovic & Hartigan Solicitors,
Deighton Guedalla Solicitors, the Public Law Project,
the Migrants’ Law Project and barristers from 1 Pump
Court, Tooks Chambers, 4‐5 Gray’s Inn Square, Matrix ,
Garden Court Chambers, Doughty Street Chambers,
and many others.

Management Committee members
Jonathan Fluxman – Chairperson
Christine Hogg ‐ Secretary
Ed Ross ‐ Treasurer (joined July 2012)
Alex Goodman
Charmian Goldwyn
Justin Leslie
Jonathan Burnett
Ben Robinson
Harris Nyatsanza ‐ resigned May 2012
Cornelius Katona – resigned April 2012
Gill Butler ‐ resigned December 2011
Co‐opted ; Dr Miriam Beeks (GP), Jan Doerfel
(barrister)
Volunteers
Medical Justice is completely reliant on a small army
of incredibly dedicated volunteer medics, lawyers,
detainee visitors and interpreters. Many of our busy
volunteers have full‐time jobs and family
responsibilities, but manage to somehow squeeze in
work on behalf of detainees. Some devote a number
of precious evenings or even days each week to
Medical Justice and the detainees. Some volunteers
are supposedly “retired”, yet it may not feel like it.
Speakers and trainers at Medical Justice events
We thank the many great speakers we have been so
lucky to have at our events, which consequently have
been well attended. We are especially grateful for ex‐
detainees who have spoken out about their treatment
in detention, and we recognise that this can be even
harder than anyone else might know. We are
extremely grateful also to trainers at medics training
sessions – without training new volunteers we would
not be able to reach all the vulnerable detainees that
we do.

Volunteer medics
Alex Armitage
Andrew Dossett
Angharad Spencer
Ben Robinson
Charmian Goldwyn
Christelle Blunden
Deepa Shah
Eileen Walsh
Elizabeth Ashley
Helen McColl
Hina Shahid
Indrajit Ghosh
Jane Mounty
John Gilmurray
Kate Wrigley
Kiran Joranputra
Lucy Summers
Miriam Beeks
Peter Toon
Rebecca Marcus
Ruth Sagovsky
Tade Thompson
Teresa Wozniak
Interpreters:
Aron Nadarajamoothy
Joshua Black
interpreter)
Ramsay Isak
Sina Zekavat

Ameera Brett
Andrew Whitehouse
Anne Hadfield
Catherine Harkins
Chris Bird
Cornelius Katona
Ed Watson
Eleri Shellens
Frank Arnold
Helen Salisbury
Hugh Grant‐Peterkin
Jane Grant
Jasmin Lee
Jonathan Fluxman
Katy Robjant
Lou Millington
Mary Keniger
Peter Agulnik
Rachel Bingham
Rebecca Redwood
Simon Etkind
Tania Longman

Dana Dudin
Latifa Chentouf (nurse and
Sara Vaghefian
Tara Sadooghi

Project volunteers
A number of volunteers have worked on specific
projects, often committing considerable time. Many
thanks to Marcin Gulbicki for his volunteering on
Finance. Many thanks to all the Data Entry volunteers
: Jane Grant, Tina Blickisdorf, Niran Falade, Laure
Venier, Shabana Basheer, Didier N’Kissi, Rasha Ataya,
Hashim Husain, Simon Hilditch, and Ruth Isabella
Namutebi. Thanks to Jed Pennington for participation
in our Strategic Litigation Group. Thanks to Martin
Freeth and his team for making the “Fit to Fly ?” film
about the work of Medical Justice. Thanks to Dr
Jasmine Lee for reviewing medical notes and
telephone assesments.
‘Professionals’
We thank the many ‘professionals’ who really went
the extra mile to help Medical Justice and the
detainees, including lawyers and journalists. Many of
them modestly claim that they were “just doing their
job”, but we know how dedicated and successful they
have been.

Photo : Hani Zubeidi of Fadiga & Co collects an award
at the Medical Justice awards ceremony December
2011
Funders
We thank our funders, without whom we could not
continue our work ‐ The Joseph Rowntree Charitable
Trust, Trust for London, Comic Relief, Network for
Social Change, Joseph Rank Trust, Sigrid Rausing Trust,
The A B Charitable Trust, and The Women's Trust
Fund. We also thank Esther Rantzen and The Funding
Network for facilitating a presentation about Medical
Justice which raised £25,000.
Donors
A dozen supporters donate each month by standing
order – amounts range between £5 and £150, and all
are very welcome. One private donor sent in £500
after having heard a Medical Justice spokesperson on
the Radio 4 Today Programme. Some small groups
collected money for Medical Justice, which is much
appreciated. Some doctors working with Medical
Justice get some funding for their medico‐legal reports
from solicitors. Many of the doctors concerned
donated some or all of the fee to Medical Justice.
Ex‐detainee Committee
The Committee formed in September 2011 and has
been meeting monthly. Its members attend the bi‐
monthly Management Committee meetings to
provide strategic input. Other activities have include
hosting Medical Justice events, speaking at medics
training days, giving media interviews and meeting
MPs who have immigration removal centres in their
constituencies.

Statement of Financial activities for year ending 31st Jan 2011
Unrestricted

Restricted

Total

Total

Funds £

Funds £

2012 £

2011 £

Incoming Resources
Incoming Resources from Generated Funds
Voluntary Income
Investment income
Incoming resources from charitable activities
Other incoming resources

44,048
0
74,212
0

0
0
103,182
0

44,048
0
177,394
0

50,747
0
112,267
0

118,260

103,182

221,442

163,014

258

0

258

0

74,212

83,134

157,346

135,245

3,735

0

3,735

1,800

Total Resources Expended

78,205

83,134

161,339

137,045

Net incoming/(outgoing) resources
before transfers
Transfer of Funds
Total funds at 1st February 2011

37,790
0
33,730

20,048
0
0

60,103
0
33,730

25,969
0
7,761

Total funds at 31st January 2012

73,785

20,048

93,833

33,730

Total Incoming Resources
Resources Expended
Cost of generating fund
Cost of generating voluntary income
Charitable Activities
Governance Costs

Balance sheet as at 31st January 2012
2012 £

2011 £

Fixed Assets
Current assets

20,027

19,333

Cash at bank and in hand

77,318
97,345

14,397
33,730

3,512

0

93,833

33,730

73,785

33,730

Creditors: Amounts falling due within one year
Total Assets
Funds
Unrestricted Funds
Designated Funds

0

0

Restricted Funds

20,048

0

Total Funds

93,833

33,730

Resources Expended by category of Expenditure
Total

Total

2012 £

2011 £

109,430

91,750

Medico‐Legal Report Fees

15,144

14,585

Medical Notes & Records

3,308

0

Costs directly allocated to charitable Activities
Salaries and national insurance

Court Fees

200

0

2,908

3,375

Interpretation

804

0

Staff Training

220

0

Event Training & Expenditure

Other direct Expenditure

0

1,945

839

5,522

132,853

117,177

Rent

8,997

4,396

Telephone & Fax

1,036

1,358

Postage Stationery & Printing

6,857

5,623

IT expenditure

1,160

255

Insurance

266

188

Volunteer expenses

359

139

93

0

458

0

Travel

Support costs allocated to charitable activities

Subscription
Website
Other Office Expenses
Depreciation

260

404

5,007

5,705

24,493

18,068

258

0

3,735

1,800

3,735

1,800

161,339

137,045

Cost of generating voluntary income
Fund raising cost
Governance Cost
Accountancy Fee

Total Resources Expended

Finance report
Medical Justice has continued to grow : Our income increased from £163,014 in financial year ending 31st January
2011 to £221,442 in financial year ending 31st January 2012. Our costs increased from £137,045 in financial year
ending 31st January 2011 to £161,339 in financial year ending 31st January 2012
It’s easy to forget that it was only 4 years ago that our income was just £3,326.

Medical Justice Oxford
The Oxford Branch was set up in 2005 in association
with Asylum Welcome and Bail for Immigration
Detainees. It has a mailing list, which includes
clinicians, academics, students and local activists. Four
local doctors are available to make visits to Campsfield
House, receiving referrals from the national network.
Branch meetings are held twice a year. As a branch it
has been involved in recruiting and supporting doctors
to visit Campsfield Detention Centre and works with
others to help improve healthcare provided in
Campsfield.

Photo : Ex‐detainee, staff and volunteer doctor ‐
Medical Justice Festive Dinner December 2011.

Discussion and information sessions have been
undertaken with volunteer visitors in Asylum
Welcome to help them identify health needs and
make appropriate referrals to Medical Justice.

“Max” : our new datasystem
In 2011, Emma Stevens fine‐tuned specifications for
functions and carried out much of the testing. In
future we will be able to identify trends and document
abuses quicker and better so that we can draw
attention to issues more effectively. Emma recruited
and co‐ordinated a team of data‐entry volunteers who
so kindly loaded 300 historic cases onto Max.
Some key features of Max we are working on include :
•

Online referral form, allows referrals to be
made via our website whereby data
processes directly into Max, cutting out
administrative work for Medical Justice and
makes it easier to refer a detainee.

•

Data Sets and Reports, allow us to extract and
interrogate all the data from Max, enabling us
to accurately spot trends for research and
audit purposes.

•

Case management function, connecting
Medical Justice staff and volunteer doctors to
their cases, real‐time, online.

Photo : Dr Charmian Goldwyn before Max (left) and
after Max (right)
Medical Justice casework needs a lot of data
management, and our campaigning and litigation work
relies on meticulously researched information. We
deal with roughly 1,000 detainees a year and we are
the only organisation that focuses on the provision of
healthcare in detention. This means our casework
records form a vast and unique repository of medical
evidence which could be used to challenge inadequate
healthcare in detention, but we have had no
automated method to extract the data.

Development of Medical Justice
2008 : We employed our first paid worker, Emma
Mlotshwa (nee Ginn)
2009 : We became a registered charity and employed
two more workers ‐ Theresa Schleicher and Jon
Burnett.
2010 : We employ another worker (Emma Stevens)
and moved to a bigger office room.
2011 : We employ our fourth worker (Natasha
Tsangarides) and appointed a Clinical Advisor, Dr
Helen McColl.
Photo : Jeremy Corbyn MP and Adrienne Kambana
th
(widow of Jimmy Mubenga) at the 28 November
2011 public meeting in Portcullis House, organised by
Medical Justice.
How Medical Justice was founded
2005 : Harris Nyatsanza is a Zimbabwean torture
survivor who was detained in 2005. When he became
too weak to walk during a prolonged hunger‐strike,
Harmondsworth refused to take him to hospital. A
visitor contacted an independent doctor – Frank
Arnold ‐ who intervened. Only after a High Court order
was Harris released to hospital, handcuffed, on day 28
of his hunger‐strike. After he recovered, he and the
doctor brought together a handful of ex‐detainees and
activists for a campaign meeting. The group called
itself Medical Justice.

The vast majority of our work is done by a network of
about 40 regular volunteers. Medical Justice is an
organisation built on the extraordinary generosity of
everyone involved in working with it, on people’s
simple kindness to others and on a shared belief in
human dignity and freedom. The amount of work we
do and the number of detainees we reach and with
such modest resources is staggering.
Most of the detainees we deal with are later released
and many go on to get leave to remain in the UK.
Many ex‐detainees stay connected with Medical
Justice and some volunteer in one capacity or another.
Ex‐detainees play a role in the management of
Medical Justice. It is our aim that our team usually
includes an ex‐detainee when we are meeting
decision‐makers and people who wield influence.

2007 : Medical Justice rents a small office room in a
building in London and registers as a company

Message from Lord Avebury about Medical Justice
Medical Justice receives around 1000 referrals a year.
They conduct investigations and produce water‐tight
evidence‐based research and recommendations. Yet
the UKBA’s response is invariably dismissive and
sometimes insulting: "Medical Justice's motivation is to
tarnish the reputation of our contractors". This from
the UKBA which often fails to understanding its own
policies, let alone to implement them.

Photo : Lord Avebury speaks to ex‐detainee in the
House of Commons
“Medical Justice is the only organisation addressing
medical abuse in detention. The volume of work done
by their volunteer doctors is immense, and they play a
crucial role in providing independent evidence that
corrects errors by the UK Border Agency, in some cases
saving lives.

Medical Justice dossiers expose the aggressive culture
of the UK Border Agency which all too often treats
vulnerable people with no respect and in direct
contravention of Home Office Rules. These abuses
take place behind closed doors, funded by our tax
money.
So it’s vital that Medical Justice get the funding they
need to maintain their wonderful work. If they weren’t
there holding the UKBA to account, even greater
injustice and harm would be done to the 27,000 people
they detain each year.”
Lord Avebury

12th November 2010. Medical Justice and others take a letter to Home Secretary calling for an inquiry into force during
deportations. The letter is signed by Medical Justice, INQUEST, Union of Angolans, Jeremy Corbyn MP, David Lammy MP and Dr
Richard Stone OBE.

Pierre was tortured in his home country and sought
asylum in the UK where he was then detained. In
detention, he had a Rule 35 report done and a
medico‐legal report from an independent Medical
Justice. Despite medical evidence, Pierre was removed
to his home country where he again suffered torture.
He managed to escape, claimed asylum in the UK
again but was once more detained. He had a second
Rule 35 report and a second medico‐legal
report. Despite all the medical reports, a UKBA
caseworker who has no medical qualifications to
interpret medical evidence, decided to continue to
detain Pierre. He was eventually released after a
number of months. He was granted leave to remain in
the UK, begging the question of why he was detained
in the first place.

How to donate to Medical Justice ;
You can pay by debit/credit card, cheque, standing
order or electronic transfer. Medical Justice would
most prefer it if you could donate via our JustGiving

web‐page (http://www.justgiving.com/medicaljustice)
because the GiftAid and banking is all automated, so it
doesn't use up any resources at all. So, please use our
JustGiving facility where possible. You can set up a
monthly payment from the JustGiving web‐page.
Donations by electronic transfer to the account shown
below, or by cheque, which should be made out to
“Medical Justice” and posted to below address. Thank
you ‐ your support can make a real difference !
How to get involved with Medical Justice
• Medics ‐ can visit immigration detainees and/or
assist remotely. We hold Medical Justice medics
training days about 4 times a year.
• Interpreters – needed to speak to detainees on the
phone or visit with doctors.
• Lawyers ‐ Medical Justice always needs to link
detainees with lawyers willing to represent them,
pro‐bono where necessary.
• Supporters ‐ could visit immigration detainees and
make referrals to medical Justice.

Postal address : Medical Justice, 86 Durham Road, London, N7 7DT.
Company Registration No. : 6073571 Registered charity No. 1132072
Bank : CAF Bank, Sort‐code 4‐0‐52‐40, Account Number 00021167
General inquiries : info@medicaljustice.org.uk Medical inquiries and referrals : med@medicaljustice.org.uk
Phone : 0207 561 7498 Fax : 08450 529370 Website : http://www.medicaljustice.org.uk/
Co‐ordinator : Emma Mlotshwa on e.mlotshwa@medicaljustice.org.uk / 07904 778365

